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ABSTRACT

CULTURAL MODEL(S) OF SOCIETY IN WESTERN UKRAINE
Nadiia Biletska, M.A.
Department of Anthropology
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Giovanni Bennardo, Director
This thesis examines people’s implicit assumptions about society in Western Ukraine
manifested in discourses on the subject. The discourse data were elicited via in-depth interviews
with people from diverse backgrounds in Lviv region. The thesis uses cultural models theory and
methods in cognitive anthropology as the primary analytical framework. Specifically, it
examines the hypothesis that historically different socially-mediated experiences that resulted
from the disintegration of the USSR and subsequent societal developments in independent
Ukraine were conducive to differences in mental representations of society in the minds of
people from different generational cohorts. Evidence of three distinct conceptualizations—
cultural models—of society were found. These models were variously combined, integrated, and
compartmentalized in discourse, and there was a suggestive pattern of their preferential use by
interviewees from the specific age groups.

Key Words: Ukraine, cultural model, conceptual metaphor, generational difference, discourse
analysis, cognitive anthropology.
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INTRODUCTION
Ukraine’s democratization that started after the disintegration of the Soviet Union is an
ongoing effort, accompanied by political, social and ideological transformations; periods of
economic scrutiny and political instability. Societal response to the unstable environment
manifested itself in three social movements that occurred within a quarter-century—the
Movement for Independence (1990), the Orange Revolution (2004-2005), and the Revolution of
Dignity (2013-2014), as will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. These events stimulated
changes in publicly instituted meanings and provided a context for change in culturally shared
mental representations. In the current study, I use a theoretical construct of a cultural model in
cognitive anthropology to explore how changing experiential frameworks contribute to the way
people understand society as a conceptual abstraction. I pursue this goal by analyzing how the
concept of society is activated in discourses about social and political change, elicited via
interviews with members of a cultural community in Western Ukraine.
Intuitively, many think that conceptual understanding of society reflects “objective and obvious
facts of human experience” (D’Andrade 1987, 114). Conceptual meaning, however, is not a
disembodied and mind-independent abstraction that exists in the world “objectively” (Johnson
1987; Lakoff 1987). Instead, meaning is embedded in individual experience within broader
historical and cultural contexts, which make particular kinds of information more salient than
others and render particular conceptual connections more habitual and readily available.
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Meanings of particular concepts, therefore, are not truth-conditional in an objectivist sense but
truth-conditional relative to shared cultural representations (Johnson
1987). These ideas are discussed in greater detail in the Conceptual Meaning section in Chapter
1.
Publicly instituted meanings, manifested in terms of discourses, institutions, norms and
the like, contribute to the construction of mental representations in individual minds. The two,
however, cannot be equated since publicly instituted meanings may be variously consented to
and contested by individuals. Although the process of internalization is selective, socially
mediated experiences imbue individuals with certain implicitly shared mental representations:
cultural models. A cultural model can be understood as a structuring principle that organizes our
knowledge about a particular domain of experience. It has a central core, abstracted from
regularly recurring experiences and relatively resistant to change, and a context-dependent
periphery that is more prone to variation and may be replaced with alternatives (Bennardo and de
Munck 2014). The notion of a cultural model draws on that of a mental model (Johnson-Laird
1983; 2006), but the difference between them is linked to intersubjective sharing of the former
(D’Andrade 1981). Intersubjective sharing, however, does not imply exact replication but is
viewed in terms of a gradient of “sharedness.” These ideas are discussed in the Cultural Model as
a Theoretical and Analytic Construct section in Chapter 1.
The use of the words “structure,” “organization” and “model” do not imply rigidity.
Cultural understandings that arise from similar experiential contexts are adaptive, showing
variation across individuals due to particularities of personal experiences and individual life
histories. Cultural models vary in their degree of historical durability. Some conceptual
understandings are reproduced with relatively little modification, and some vary greatly across
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generations due to differences in the shared social experiences (Strauss and Quinn 1997). More
on this topic can be found in the Continuity and Variation of Cultural Models section in Chapter
1. The methodology I used to discover cultural models from the interview text is discussed in
Chapter 3.
An important tool for studying conceptual representation of abstract concepts is
conceptual metaphor. Linguistic metaphorical expressions are indicative of the systematic
conceptual metaphors that underlie them. Conceptual Metaphor Theory is discussed in the
corresponding section of Chapter 1. I explored in detail how society as a complex abstract
system is conceptualized in terms of complex physical systems. These metaphorical systems are
discussed in conjunction with cultural models as applicable in Chapter 4.
In the cultural models view, people’s understandings of society reflect historically
constructed reality mediated by individual life-histories and the interpretative frameworks that
arise from them. This research, therefore, is concerned not with the actual social, political and
ideological transformations of the Ukrainian society but with examining whether these changes
are conducive to systematic differences in mental representations. I hypothesized that historically
different social experiences and different publicly instituted meanings would generate conflicting
implicit assumptions about society in the minds of members of different generational cohorts.
More specifically, my goal was to explore whether there were systematically different
assumptions that people would draw upon preferentially when reasoning about society
discursively. The findings show three distinct cultural models of society that were differentially
activated and integrated in the discourse, addressed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 5 presents the discussion of the distribution of these cultural models across the
generational cohorts as well as considers historical socially-mediated experiences that could have
influenced each cohort’s preference for each model.

CHAPTER 1
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Conceptual Meaning

Some literal concepts can be understood in terms of discrete objects, their properties and
relations that we experience perceptually while interacting with our physical environment. There
are, however, concepts that do not exist in the world as spatially circumscribed regions of
experience, discrete units or “things,” but rather as abstract, distributed and complex systems of
entities, properties and relations (Barsalou and Wiemer-Hastings 2005). Society is a concept of a
latter type; it is a complex abstract system (Kövecses 2010) and an imaginative conceptual
construct that does not have a clearly delineated referent. Our mental representation of society,
instead, references numerous background knowledge structures that are overlapping, nested into
each other and selectively activated depending on the context. In other words, it includes a
mental representation of a “simplified world” in which society is situated (Quinn 2011, 35).
Trying to describe what society is inevitably leads us to an “elephant in a dark room”
issue—we can only grasp a part of the larger whole elicited in a particular context—due to the
situationally distributed nature of abstract concepts (Barsalou and Wiemer-Hastings 2005).
Situational context, whether real or imaginary, leads us to highlight certain components of the
nexus of conceptually related entities and background the others. The cultural model of society
discussed in this research is partial and not intended as an exhaustive description of the
conceptual content that constitutes people’s knowledge about society. It exposes only a fraction
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of the conceptual network, specifically the units and relations manifested in the situational
context of the political change.
The existing theories of the nature and structure of concepts have been focusing
disproportionately on non-abstract concepts.1 In the recent years, however, abstract concepts
have gained more attention, particularly within embodied and grounded theories of cognition and
distributional views of meaning.2 Some researchers posit that abstract concepts are constructed
via metaphorical projections of concrete experientially-grounded image-schemata onto abstract
domains (Gibbs 2007; Johnson 1987; Lakoff 1987; Kövecses 2010); others highlight the primacy
of direct experience and situational content that give abstract concept its own structure (Murphy
1997). Some combine the approaches, arguing that to analyze the meaning of an abstract
concept, researchers need to examine its situatedness in cultural experience and dissect
metaphorical projections it recruits (van Hoek 1999, 135). Researchers in the cultural models
school in cognitive anthropology have been focusing on explicating the content of culturally
shared mental representations by extracting patterns of conceptual relations from discourse—
including keywords, semantic relations, metaphor and reasoning analysis—as well as using a
range of cognitive tasks, like free-lists, pile sorts and drawings, to bring the content of the
implicit knowledge structures to the surface.

1

The classical view perceived conceptual categories as containers, the membership in which is a matter of
minimally necessary and jointly sufficient sets of features. Research in the 1960s replaced this approach with the
view of family resemblances organized around prototypical category members (Rosch 1998). Soon, other models of
conceptual meaning were put forth—an exemplar model (Medin and Scaffer 1978) and an implicit theory model
(Smith and Medin, 1981; Murphy and Medin 1984) followed by neural network models. The very concept of
“concept” has become somewhat fragmented across the fields of cognitive sciences (Medin and Rips 2005).
2
Barsalau (2012), Borghi and Zarcone (2016) and Skipper and Olson (2014) provide overviews of the approaches to
abstract concepts in neuroscience and cognitive science.
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In the following sections, I discuss the roots and developments of the cultural models
theory in greater detail and address the cognitive linguistic view of metaphor, which I use as a
discovery tool.

Cultural Model as a Theoretic and Analytic Construct

Cultural model is a theoretical construct in cognitive anthropology that refers to culturally
shared mental representations that support people’s coherent understanding of the world. It is
linked to a number of related constructs in the fields of psychology and linguistics: schemata,
mental models, frames, conceptual networks, and intuitive/naïve theories. They all designate
mental structures that underlie our ability to categorize and typify our daily experiences, draw
inferences and reason about them as well as select an appropriate course of action. Unlike other
constructs, however, a cultural model,3 puts emphasis on intersubjective sharing of these mental
structures. We take an underlying model for granted because it is embedded in our everyday
action, language, institutions, cultural practices and artifacts.
Historically, research on conceptual organization challenged an atomistic view of
thought. Early research in cognitive anthropology approached thought as decomposable into
constituent units, described in terms of contrasting sets of minimally necessary and jointly
sufficient features. This approach, heavily rooted in structural linguistics, was known as
ethnosemantics and later referred to as the “checklist theory of meaning” (Quinn, 2005).
Cognitive science came to emphasize the holistic or gestalt properties of the conceptual
structures instead (Johnson 1987; Lakoff 1987). In this vein of thought in linguistics, Fillmore

3

Some cognitive anthropologists use the term cultural schema and reserve the use of the term cultural model only
for schemas of greater complexity (Quinn 2011, 37)
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(1978; 1982) concluded that any word in any language is defined relative to a conceptual
structure—a frame of which it is a part. For instance, the concept of Tuesday makes sense only
in relation to the concept of a week, a conceptual frame of which Tuesday is a part.
Fillmore’s notion of frame was a part of a larger set of proposals that appeared in close
temporal proximity across the fields of cognitive science—the notion of a frame in AI proposed
by Minsky (1975) to model human generic knowledge onto a machine; the psychologically
adapted schema construct put forth by Rumelhart (1975); further elaborated by Schank and
Abelson (1977) to account for generic sequential schemata—scripts. Their joint efforts laid the
foundation of what became known as the schema theory in cognitive science. Its fundamental
idea is that knowledge is organized in terms of generic knowledge structures that can be filled in
with context-specific information. Schema in this view is a template that “consists of the
components, attributes, and relationships that typically occur in specific exemplars” (Graesser
and Nakamura 1982, 63).
Schemas shape our expectations for ongoing and future events and influence how we
reconstruct past events from our memory (Strauss and Quinn 1997, 49).4 They are constructed
from our experiences through the process of schematization, which Langacker (1986) describes
as “a stack of transparencies each depicting a single situation or entity, where a schematization is
a process of looking down through them for overlap” (quoted in Tomasello 2014, 13). Building
on repeated experiences, we extract their typical constituent parts—typical actors, objects, their
spatial arrangement, functional relations, sequence of actions and outcomes—that we can
4

In Remembering (1932), Bartlett shows the role of previously constructed cultural knowledge for memory by
having majority-culture American participants read a Native American folktale “War of the Ghost” and testing their
recall of the story at different time intervals (up to half a year). He observed that over time, participants distorted the
story via omissions of culturally atypical elements, imposing cultural normalizations, transforming the order of
events, constructing rationalizations and the like, implicitly adjusting the story to their own cultural knowledge
structures.
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adaptively match to real-life instantiations that differ to some degree from the abstracted
template.
This allows one to have a general idea of what a birthday party, a job interview, marriage
or college education are despite their contextual variation. These understandings will share many
similarities within a cultural community due to similarity of the experiential framework in which
they are manifested, yet they will also have differences that stem from the personal experiences
of its individual members.
These schematized knowledge structures provide us with mental representations of the
prototypical world, set the basis for our comprehension and inference and “influence our
interpretation of subsequent experience more than they are altered by them” (Quinn 2005, 38).
Subsequent research built upon schema theory by proposing other forms of mental
representations: mental models (Johnson-Laird 1983), idealized cognitive models (Lakoff 1987)
and naïve theories (Gopnik and Wellman 1992) among others. Schema theory is fundamental for
the development of cultural models theory in cognitive anthropology, which highlights the
sociocultural dimension of mental representations.
Cultural models theory came to be a major school of cognitive anthropology (Quinn
2005). It was pioneered by the work of D’Andrade (1987), Quinn and Holland (1987) and Quinn
(1991). Cultural models research goes beyond the individual knowledge structures by
emphasizing that conceptual knowledge is shared among members of a cultural community. To
make sense of experience and navigate various physical and social situations, we rely on a vast
amount of background knowledge about the world, most of which is not consciously articulated,
is taken for granted and is intersubjectively shared.
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Individual knowledge structures are, at least partially, derived from a person’s social and
cultural environment that, according to Shore (1996), “includes a stock of shared cognitive
resources and social models that constrain and motivate the construction of individual cognitive
models” (50). Tacit assumptions, value orientations and interpretative frameworks are embedded
in our cultural understandings, making particular kinds of information more salient than others,
guiding our attention as well as framing perception and interpretation of experience (Ross 2004).
Members of the same culture presume that other people share the same knowledge due to a
shared experiential framework and exposure to the same cultural and social norms. Therefore,
cultural models underlie our interactions by establishing common ground between actors without
requiring detailed linguistic input (Bennardo and de Munck 2014). The locus of cultural models,
therefore, is in the individual mind that is in dialogue with its surrounding environment.
The intersubjective sharing of cultural understandings, however, is not unproblematic.
Our cultural understandings share a common core but also vary due to expertise levels, personal
relevance and individual life history among other factors, which make cultural models shared
and idiosyncratic to various degrees (Gatewood 2011). Strauss and Quinn (1997) describe the
relationship between sharedness and historical durability on one hand, and variation and
adaptability on the other in terms of centripetal and centrifugal dimensions of culture
respectively.
Modern cognitive anthropology developed techniques to access distributional patterns of
knowledge using primarily cultural consensus analysis5 developed by Romney, Weller and

Consensus analysis allows researchers to predict the “correctness” of responses by 0.94% by assessing the
agreement of a statistically large population at the absence of the “correct key” (Borghatti 2011). In an
anthropological context, where researchers are not dealing with “objectively correct” answers, cultural consensus
analysis allows us to arrive at answers that are most salient for a particular cultural group. Respondents’ agreement
is analyzed using a Likert scale survey with randomized propositional statements (positive and negative).
5
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Batchelder (1986). While this method has been designed for discovery purposes, some cognitive
anthropologists (Bennardo and De Munck 2014) advocate for its use as a verification and
validation procedure.
The notion of cultural models reflects the mutually constitutive nature of culture and
cognition. Conceptual understandings in one’s mind are shaped by interactions with one’s
cultural milieu that includes ideas, artifacts, practices and institutions via a phenomenon known
as reflexivity (Lakoff 2010), which parallels in some ways Bourdieu’s (1977) notion of habitus,6
understood as transposable dispositions internalized from cultural experience that reinforce and
recreate the experience (ideas, cultural practices, artifacts and institutions) that generated them.
This view of the mutually-constitutive nature of culture and cognition is supported by research in
neuroscience, which demonstrates that culture may influence conceptual organization at the level
of neuronal pathways via routinely repeated behaviors (Lakoff 2008, ojalehto and Medin 2015).
Empirical data show that a) concepts are not stored in our mind as discrete units but as neural
nets; b) concepts gain their meaning through co-activation of multiple synaptic connections and
c) with frequent co-activation, certain networks strengthen, becoming habitual or cognitively
preferred.7 Habitual activation of the neural pathways leads to the emergence of “functional

Participants’ agreement is determined through the minimum residual factor analysis of an informant-by-informant
matrix (Bennardo & De Munck 2014, 95). Strong agreement suggests existence of consensus. There may be also
residual agreement among certain segments of the population. In addition to discovering culturally shared ideas,
consensus analysis allows us to explore the distribution of agreement, see who tends to agree and disagree most and
on what content.
6

A comparison of Bourdieu’s habitus and cognitive approaches to meaning can be found in Strauss and Quinn
(1997), who re-think the nature of internalization by grounding it in connectionist approaches to modelling
knowledge. They outline six problems with Bourdieu’s habitus for which cognitive theory accommodates, e.g.,
“overemphasis of the unchanging mutual reflection of mental structures and extrapersonal structures” and
underestimating the long-term effects of individual’s selective internalization and creative recombination of shared
meanings, ignoring the importance of emotion that makes understandings differ in their importance and motivating
power (44-47).
7
Steven Winter (2001) describes how “each neuron has an axon that makes contact across a synapse within the
body or dendrite of another. Electrical activity down the axon causes the release of a chemical neurotransmitter that
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assemblages” that are relatively stable but can be modified by new experience (Strauss and
Quinn 1997, 52).
These ideas are also paralleled in connectionist approaches in artificial intelligence (also
neural network modelling, parallel distributed processing and their contemporary ramifications,
such as structured connectionism) that simulate human neuronal networks in terms of patterns of
processing units that, like neurons in our brain, “receive excitatory or inhibitory signals from
other units” and work in parallel construct interlinked networks “that process information
holistically” (Strauss and Quinn 1997, 52). Strauss and Quinn (1997) drew on connectionist
models extensively in their discussion of cultural models because they provide a plausible
explanation of conceptual organization in our mind and allow researchers to reconcile the
durability of meaning and its flexible, adaptive nature.

Continuity and Variation of Cultural Models

Social experience is accompanied by changes in public discourses and publicly instituted
models from which individuals draw their individual cognitive models (Shore 1996). These
publicly instituted meanings, however, change over the course of history, which leads
researchers to question how people internalize conflicting publicly instituted meanings. Strauss
(1997; 2009) addresses this question in detail by examining how individuals selectively
internalize and creatively reconcile conflicting social representations. She examines it in the
context of American ideas about economic individualism (Strauss 1997) and conventional
discourses about immigration and social welfare programs (Strauss 2009).

in turn induces or inhibits electrical activity of the next neuron. Each time the firing of one neuron stimulates (or
inhibits) the firing of the next, the chemical connections between those neurons (that is, the ability to reproduce the
same chemical activity) is strengthened” (28).
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Strauss and Quinn (1997) emphasize that while the so-called centripetal tendencies of
culture imbue members of a cultural community with shared understandings, these
understandings may not have the same motivational effects for its individual members due to
them being learned or experienced differently (e.g., at different points of individual life-history,
at a different degree of intensity and emotional effect). Strauss (1997) argues that “any
discussion of fragmentariness and inconsistency has to be balanced by discussion of competing
forces for integration, which operate on social and psychological levels, although in different
ways at each” (211). Therefore, individual cognitive models may be shared to a degree, which
renders them cultural models, but there may be different cultural models within the same cultural
community that have differential importance for its individual members.
Strauss (1997) proposes three cognitive mechanisms individuals use to handle conceptual
ambiguities: a) an unconscious compromise between conflicting representations, achieved via a
mechanism of integration; b) a conflict between different representations that an individual is
aware of and feels torn about, achieved via a mechanism of cognitive ambivalence and c) a
differential contextual use, achieved via a mechanism of compartmentalization (Strauss 1997,
214). These cognitive mechanisms of dealing with discordant cultural models are addressed
again in the Generational Distribution section of the analysis.
I found the abstract core of the schemas Strauss (1997) proposes for economic
individualism in the United States—Can’t fight the system, Achieve anything you want, Feeling
responsible for others—to be partially concordant with my own findings. Although the contexts
and contents differ, I modify Strauss’ (1997) titles to describe cultural models I found in my
interviews. I also use some titles of Strauss’ (2012) conventional discourses in my coding system
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(e.g., I modify Strauss’ notions of Personal Responsibility, Communitarian, and Self-Reliance
discourses and apply these titles to the ideas about social agency I found in the interviews).

Abstract Concepts and Conceptual Metaphor

The Conceptual Metaphor Theory that developed in cognitive linguistics (Lakoff and
Johnson 1980) has been one of the major approaches to studying abstract concepts. According to
this view, our understanding of any abstract intangible entity like time, mental processes,
emotions or social and political institutions is metaphorical in nature and achieved via mapping
onto concrete, perceptually bounded entities (Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Kövecses 2005; 2009).
Before the publication of Metaphors We Live By (Lakoff and Johnson 1980), the
conventional view was that metaphor is merely a linguistic and literary device, a tool that makes
speech more ornate and evocative. Lakoff and Johnson drew attention to our use of metaphors in
everyday language and thinking. They discovered that metaphors we encounter in language
(from here on marked in italics8) are highly systematic and structured by the underlying
conceptual mappings (capitalized) across different domains of experience. Lakoff’s classic
example, TIME IS MONEY in the American culture, entails that TIME IS A RESOURCE and
TIME IS A VALUABLE COMMODITY and generates linguistic expressions like spending;
investing; budgeting time; using it up; wasting: running out of and having, giving or losing. The
example of time illustrates that a coherent system of conceptual metaphors (those existing at the
level of thinking) corresponds to a coherent system of metaphoric expressions (those existing at
the level of language).

8

The notation system I use for metaphors replicates the conventional notations in research using cognitive linguistic
theory of metaphor.
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Some metaphors are so conventional that we stop recognizing their metaphoricity. A
prominent example is a conceptual metaphor MORE IS UP. We use and comprehend effortlessly
the expressions like “rising poverty,” “drop in sales,” “moving up the career ladder,” “high
income” and “low income.” Lakoff suggests that ontological metaphor MORE IS UP is
constructed from our everyday experiences. When we perceive something being poured into a
glass, two areas of the brain are simultaneously activated: one for quantity and one for
verticality. Via continuous enforcement, the conception that MORE IS UP becomes part of the
neural circuit (Lakoff 2008; 2014). This experientially bounded truth is then extended to other
abstract domains.
Depending on their cognitive function, metaphors are divided as ontological, orientational
and structural (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). Ontological metaphors enable understanding of our
experiences (events, activities, emotions, ideas) as entities and substances. Giving a new
ontological status of a physical thing to an intangible part of experience allows us to quantify,
categorize and reason about it. We may select certain types of physical objects due to
characteristics they have, which has further entailments and increases an expressive power of a
metaphor. For instance, expressions in which the mind is a container for emotions as objects is
common in English. It is further elaborated in the expressions like he cracked under pressure,
which suggest that a container is brittle. Orientational metaphors like MORE IS UP, routinely
used in our reasoning about a variety of domains, recruit spatially-based mappings. Structural
metaphors are the richest in terms of mapping detail. The source domain gives structure to a
target domain and allows inference about it e.g., POLITICS IS WAR. The use of metaphors in
the social domain, structural metaphors most prominently, is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
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Like analogical thinking, the process of metaphor generation and comprehension relies on
abstracting relational patterns across different domains of experience, a domain being “any
coherent organization of experience” (Kövecses 2010, 4). The abstract concept is termed the
target, and the concrete and experientially more familiar concept is termed the source. Crossdomain mappings do not arise from real similarities between the source and the target domains
but from perceived “correspondences of experience” that allow inference about the target in
terms of our knowledge about the source (Lakoff and Orthony, 1993). In addition to explanatorypredictive function, metaphors may also express an attitude or evaluation (Bennardo and de
Munck 2014, 44). This allows metaphors flexibility and change. For instance, a MARRIAGE
first conceptualized as a GIFT may be re-conceptualized as a BURDEN under certain
circumstances.
The combination of systematicity and flexibility is directly linked to the fact that
metaphors highlight some aspects of a target concept that are similar to a source concept and
hide other aspects that are inconsistent with that metaphorical choice (Lakoff and Johnson 1980,
10). This is also the reason why metaphors that aim to explain the same domain of experience are
not mutually consistent, and the same target domain may be expressed via a variety of source
domains or vice-versa. Kövecses (2010) defines this phenomenon as the scope of target and the
scope of source. The combination of systematicity and flexibility of metaphor also illustrates the
centrality of discursive context, both at the level of a speech situation and at the level of culture.
The current research addresses four major sources applied to target domain of society that
were most elaborated in the text: a) an orientational metaphor of verticality, realized as POWER
AND CONTROL IS UP; b) an ontological metaphor of path, realized as SOCIAL CHANGE IS
A PATH OVER WHICH MOTION OCCURS and its ramifications, and c) structural metaphors
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that used buildings, SOCIETY IS A BUILDING, and a human body, SOCIETY IS A HUMAN
BODY, for conceptualizing society.
The VERTICALITY metaphor, instantiated in discourse as POWER/CONTROL IS UP
and STATUS/IMPORTANCE IS UP, is an extension of Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) conceptual
metaphor MORE IS UP. In the context of the abstract domain of society, it appears
conventionally in relation to wealth and status discrepancies. The use of MORE IS UP for wealth
and status has been documented by Goatley (2007). It is also prominent in D’Andrade’s (2005)
discussion of the prototypical ladder-like structure of American society. A detailed account of its
use in the context specific to Ukraine can be found in the section Metaphorical instantiation of
the model: An Hourglass in Chapter 4.
BUILDING is a proliferous source domain discussed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and
Kövecses (2010) for a variety of target domains, including theories, relationships, careers,
worldviews and other complex systems (Figure 1.1). The key features, or what Kövecses calls
the main meaning foci of our knowledge about buildings, are linked to construction, structure
and stability of the structure (137). These meaning foci are mapped onto construction, structure
and stability of society, conceived of as having a foundation and groundwork that consists of
structural elements assembled in a particular way to serve a particular function. Physical
strength/lastingness of a building is mapped onto an abstract social stability (Kövecses 2010).
The lack of social stability corresponds to deterioration or damage to the structure and may lead
to its collapse. A detailed account of its use in the context specific to Ukraine can be found in the
section Metaphorical Instantiation of the Model: A Building in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual mappings for the source domain BUILDING and the target domain
COMPLEX SYSTEMS 9

A HUMAN BODY as a source domain is also conventionally applied to target concepts
that are characterized by the complex organization of relationships, such as economic systems,
industrial systems, worldview and political systems (Kövecses 2010; Boers 1997). Like the
BUILDING metaphor, it is applied to the target concept of society when reasoning about its
condition and constitutive elements. The health of a person is mapped onto stability of a social
system. The meaning foci of the HUMAN BODY domain I found in the analysis are a) proper
functioning of body parts is a healthy condition; b) diseases undermine healthy condition; c) the
lack of hygiene undermines healthy condition and d) external agents that harm the physical body
undermine the healthy condition. The causes of harm to human body are mapped onto social
problems that harm the health of society. A detailed account of its use in the context specific to
Ukraine can be found in the section Metaphorical instantiation of the model: A Human Body in
Chapter 4.

9

from Kövecses (2010, 139)
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The elaborate system of mapping and conceptual entailments linked to BUILDING and
10

the HUMAN BODY domains addresses questions like “whether the abstract system (society) is
in an appropriate condition, whether it is well-structured and long-lasting, whether it develops
according to the standards we set for it” (Kövecses 2010, 162). The historical and contemporary
political contexts that influence the change in society are captured by what Chilton and Lakoff
(1995) and Kövecses (2005; 2010) call the Event Structure Metaphor. It is constructed in terms
of spatial relations: states are conceptualized as locations, changes as movements, action as selfpropelled motion, means of change as paths over which motion occurs, purposes as destinations
and difficulties as impediments for movement (Kövecses 1999). I refer to it in the analysis as the
PATH metaphor. For a detailed account see the section Metaphorical instantiation of the model:
A Path.
Mappings between BUILDING, HUMAN BODY, PATH and society are echoed in
public discourse and participate in the discursive construction of particular historical periods.
The conventional metaphor of stagnation (zastoj), which conceptually highlights the lack of
movement, is used to designate the late Soviet socialism of the Brezhnev era in the mid-1960s
and early 1980s (Yurchak 2006). In the late 1980s, it was replaced with Gorbavhev’s metaphor
of Perestroika11 (“rebuilding” or “restructuring” in Russian), which participated in “negotiating
and popularizing a poorly understood phenomenon” (Zinken 2003, 508). Chilton (1996) and
Mussolf (2000) provide extensive analyses of the use of building metaphors in political
discourse. In the analysis section of the current research, I demonstrate that interviewees in
10

In classifying metaphorical instantiations, I found in the interviews, I relied extensively on the Berkley Master
Metaphor List (1989) and parts of Metalude available in Goatley (1997; 2007). Some of the titles for conceptual
metaphors are taken directly from them, some share resemblance.
11
A detailed account of the use of BUILDING metaphor in the Cold War context, which compares the use of a
COMMON HOUSE metaphor in the official discourse in the USSR, Germany and the United States, can be found
in Chilton (1996) and Chilton and Lakoff (1999).
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Western Ukraine used the building metaphor and its entailments extensively as shortcuts for
complex phenomena that would otherwise require extensive explanation in literal terms.
Metaphor analysis has been incorporated into cultural models research in cognitive
anthropology, most notably exemplified by Quinn’s (1991) study of the American cultural model
of marriage. While there is a consensus that metaphors and cultural models are related, the nature
of their relation is a subject of debate among researchers. Kövecses (1997) labels two opposing
approaches to this relationship as the Literal Emergence View and the Metaphorical Emergence
View. According to the first, represented by Quinn (1991) and D’Andrade (2005), metaphors
reflect cultural models for abstract concepts, and cultural models themselves are objectively
existing. In the view, a cultural models selects metaphors that are congruent with its
assumptions. According to the second, represented by Lakoff (1987), Johnson (1987) and
Kövecses (1997, 2005), cultural models for abstract concepts are constructed from metaphorical
projections of image-schematic structures. In this vein, metaphors not merely reflect but
influence the way we experience the intangible phenomena in culture (Kövecses 2005).
The Metaphorical Emergence View has been proliferous in the literature (Gibbs 1997;
2007). Some current research on abstract concepts, however, suggests that while “metaphors
often augment the meanings of abstract concepts and make certain aspects of their conceptual
content salient…direct experience of abstract concepts appears central to their content” (Barsalau
and Wiemer-Hastings 2005, 133), which might be interpreted in support of the Literal
Emergence View. Without strongly advocating for either perspective, I use metaphor analysis as
a source of detail that complements my findings about the cultural model of society in Western
Ukraine.
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Summary of the Theoretical Background

There is a relative consensus among cognitive psychologists and anthropologists today
that conceptual structures are generated jointly by cognitive and social structures and that
conceptual structures and culture are mutually constitutive (ojalehto and Medin 2015). The
neural approaches to meaning suggest that people’s habitual interaction with their experiential
context is conducive to weighted strength of synaptic connections, which leads to relatively
stable but potentially malleable assemblages of neuronal pathways. Therefore, conceptual
structures arise, at least partially, in response to individual experiential framework. Similar
experiential contexts—i.e. historically and socially shared experiences—render certain
conceptual meanings and mental representations intersubjectively shared. Cognitive
anthropology accepts the notion of a cultural model as a theoretical and analytic construct that
refers to culturally shared mental representations that constitute our understanding of various
conceptual domains. An individual mind is imbued with culturally shared understandings
constructed under specific cultural and historical circumstances that frame our perception of
experience, underlie reasoning, shape culturally normative expectations about one’s behavior
and establish common ground among actors/speakers. Cultural understandings that constitute
cultural models are historically durable and shared but also flexibly adaptive understandings
(Strauss and Quinn 1997, 45). Conceptual metaphor and its linguistic instantiations constitute a
productive source of information about the underlying assumptions of a cultural model.

CHAPTER 2
ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

Ukraine and Ukrainian Society

I left Ukraine in 2015 when the country was on the rise of civic activism and political
engagement that followed Maidan, or the Revolution of Dignity. With the unfolding conflict in
Ukraine’s Eastern regions of Luhansk and Donetsk, the future of the country was uncertain, but
one could sense population’s hope for a significant positive change. Returning to Ukraine for my
fieldwork two years later, I realized that the initial “post-Maidan wave” of enthusiasm had
substantially decreased. Many people I interviewed talked about severe financial hardship,
psychological distress caused by political uncertainty and disillusionment with the new politics
that turned out to be not so new. Some voiced their choice to disengage while others focused on
the positive prospects. To clarify the context in which the fieldwork took place, I review the
major historical and political developments in Ukraine that led up to this point.
To set the stage for the conceptual understanding of society in Western Ukraine, let us go
back to the time when Ukraine was a part of the Soviet Union. A common argument in the
literature and ethnographic accounts posits that social participation was an integral part of being
a Soviet citizen, but this participation was largely performative (Yurchak 2006). Relationships
and normative behaviors within the society were prescriptive, and communication between the
state and the population was unidirectional, the decision-making being exclusive to the political
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elites. Cleary (2016) calls Soviet Ukrainian society an “hourglass society,” referring to a clear
separation and little interaction between the political elites and the average citizens (15). In
addition to the pre-Soviet period when Ukraine was divided between the Russian and the AustroHungarian Empires, I suggest that the Soviet era experiences generated an institutionalized
model of society where individual agency is nominal and reliance on centralized decisionmaking is highlighted.
Considering that knowledge and meaning formation occur under specific historical
conditions, which provide the context for individual cognition, ethnographic context becomes
vital for understanding how and why people conceive of certain phenomena in particular ways.
According to Shore (1996), via the process of socialization, we partially construct our concepts
and mental models from our sociocultural environment (51). Like Shore, I am far from
suggesting a one-to-one relationship between socially instituted models and their cognitive
representation. I recognize the presence of conscious reflections, agendas and interests that stood
in opposition to the dominant discourses but also agree with Vike’s (2011) argument in his
discussion on meanings and power that certain shared meanings form in response to the systems
of distributed and anticipated sanctions (377). From here, I argue that the models of society that
existed institutionally and discursively in the Soviet era as well as during the subsequent stages
of the nation-building process provided a context for construction of individual models that
underlie the way Ukrainians conceive of and talk about their society and social agency now.

Nation-Building Process in Independent Ukraine (1991-2004)

Upon the declaration of independence in 1991, Ukraine started the process of
democratization, nation building and a shift to market economy. The efforts of political
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democratization, however, occurred largely on the surface, with the previous Komsomol leaders,
chairmen of collective farms and red managers entering the new government. With the collapse
of the USSR, some people made fortunes by privatizing the former state enterprises, but the
general population suffered severe economic scrutiny, losing their deposits in the Soviet banks
overnight. The economic hardship continued until the early 2000s (Sydorchuk, Hanshchak and
Umland 2017) and caused a wave of emigration, particularly from Western Ukraine.
Although the discourse of democracy was officially accepted, its actual enactment
remained superficial. This led to the retention of the performative nature of social participation.
As Lauren Bruce (2011) observes, “these new Ukrainian citizens are distrustful and disillusioned
by their government. They connect democracy to procedural aspects, such as voting, but not the
intangible aspects that come along with being a citizen in a democracy…They participate in civil
society only on a superficial level” (12). This highlights the retention of the Soviet institutional
model of society in independent Ukraine.

East-West Dichotomy and Conflicting Agendas (2004-2011)
During the period following independence, the country’s East-West division along ethnic,
political and linguistic boundaries deepened. The divisions reflected in conflicting agendas:
emphasis on affiliation with Russia predominant in the East and the spread of pro-Western
discourses in the West. Societal divisions, constantly reinforced by state-backed discursive
dichotomization between the country’s regions, reached their peak in a series of peaceful protests
known as the Orange Revolution at the end of 2004. After one of the presidential candidates,
Viktor Yanukovych, was accused of electoral fraud, triggering mass protests, the pro-Western
candidate, Victor Yushchenko, won the elections, serving as president from 2005 to 2009. At the
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time, most academics and international media concluded that the Orange Revolution marked the
birth of empowered civil society and genuine democratic transformation in Ukraine. Ukrainians
themselves held high hopes for political leaders and forces, represented by the Orange team of
Yushchenko, to bring reforms to the country (Stepanenko 2005). However, these politicians’
inability to meet public expectations led to “a growing sense of distrust, cynicism, and
disenfranchisement among young adults” about the future (Bruce 2011, 9).
Disillusionment with Yushchenko led to the election of his former rival Victor
Yanukovych in 2010. The next years were marked by substantial constitutional and policy
changes, a shift in geopolitical orientations and a rapid growth of authoritarian tendencies. For
example, Freedom House (2011) downgraded Ukraine’s status from a democracy to a semiauthoritarian state, Reporters Without Borders ranked Ukraine 131 out of 178 countries in press
freedom, and Transparency International Corruption Barometer ranked Ukraine 152 out of 183
countries regarding public sector corruption (TI 2011). The assessment of the National Integrity
System (Chebanenko et al. 2011) reported corruption to be systemic, present at all levels of
administration and tolerated throughout society.

Country in Transition (2011-Present)
Ukraine’s rapid transformation into a “blackmail state” (Cleary 2016) and Yanukovych’s
refusal to sign the Association Agreement with the EU in November 2013 caused another wave
of mass protests known as Maidan (also Euromaidan) or the Revolution of Dignity that lasted
from November 21, 2013 until February 23, 2014. The event started as a peaceful student rally
across Ukrainian cities with its largest center in Kyiv. The government’s attempt to forcibly
disperse the protest triggered larger societal involvement. Unlike the Orange Revolution of 2004-
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2005, which centered around specific political forces, the Revolution of Dignity can be
characterized as a self-organized action of citizenry attempting to affect political change (Cleary
2016, 10). Although Maidan started as a manifestation of popular support of the EU geopolitical
trajectory represented by the Association Agreement, as the event unfolded, it turned into
backlash against the government’s authoritarian practices. Europe and European-Choice came to
designate a set of democratic values and rights that Ukrainians identified with or aspired to and
not merely an economic or political choice. Over time, the situation escalated significantly and
ultimately culminated in the mass shooting of protesters. Following the shootings, Yanukovych
fled the country.
Russia condemned the events in Ukraine as an unlawful overthrow of a democratically
elected government, and under the agenda of protecting Russian speakers and ethnic Russians in
Ukraine, it initiated a referendum in Crimea that led to its annexation from Ukraine. Although
the international community and the UN resolution did not recognize the validity of the Crimean
Referendum, Crimea has de facto become a territory of the Russian Federation. The annexation
of Crimea was followed by a separatist movement in Donbas—the easternmost region of
Ukraine—supported, or arguably instigated, by Russia. In response to an escalating situation, the
newly elected Ukrainian government of the President Poroshenko initiated a military
intervention titled Anti-Terrorist Operation (ATO), sending troops to the self-proclaimed
Luhansk and Donetsk People’s Republics. While more moderate international observers frame
the conflict that unfolded as a civil war, the majority point to Russia’s participation. Currently,
the conflict remains unresolved, taking a form of “a protracted and hardly satisfactory series of
ceasefires and peace negotiations” (Cleary 2016, 14). International media call it “Europe’s
forgotten war” (Altschuller 2017), which has numerous political, humanitarian and economic
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implications for Ukraine. The situation in the East of Ukraine and a lingering effect of the largescale corruption of the Yanukovych government caused a rapid economic decline in the country.
At the time when the interviews were collected, the number of internally displaced people due to
the conflict was estimated to 1.58 million people (Ministry of Social policy, 2017). Parts of
Luhansk and Donetsk regions had turned into grey zones, ambiguous political entities
unrecognized by the central government in Kyiv or the international community.
This brief overview shows that social change in Ukraine has been both incremental and
dramatic (de la Sablonniere 2017), implicit and explicit as well as differently understood by the
population. Its brevity does not do justice to the importance of the historical and recent
developments for the Ukrainian society, but it provides the context in which the fieldwork took
place in the summer of 2017. It also provides context for understanding the themes on which my
interviewees focused throughout their interviews.

Research Sites and Sampling

Ukraine is a large country with substantial regional variation. This study focused on a
specific cultural area, the Lviv region in Western Ukraine, further narrowed to two sites within
the region: the capital city, Lviv, and a significantly smaller regional city named Chervonohrad.
Although both sample groups consisted of urban populations, the two cities followed different
paths in terms of economic, social and demographic development, allowing for variation in
personal experiences. In the following sections, I describe both locations.
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Lviv (Site 1)

One of the main reasons why Lviv and the Lviv region were selected for this study is
them being among the strongest impulses of the social movements that took place in Ukraine—
the Independence Movement in the 1990, the Orange Revolution in 2004-2005 and the
Revolution of Dignity in 2013-2014—making them particularly interesting locations for studying
cultural models of society.
Lviv is currently the seventh largest city in Ukraine, located in the West of the country.
Its population in 2016 was 759,000, which comprises 30% of the total population of the Lviv
region. The city stands out due to its multiple historical transformations. It was the capital of the
thirteenth- to fourteenth- century Slavic-speaking Galician-Volhynian principality, a part of
Poland (1340 to 1772 and later from 1919 to 1939), a part of the Habsburg Empire (1772-1918)
and a center of the short-lived Western Ukrainian National Republic (1918-1919). Lviv has
historically been a place of “European crosscurrents” (Czaplicka 2005) and home to an
ethnically diverse population with Polish, Jewish, Ukrainian and Armenian groups constituting
the city’s population with almost exclusively Ukrainians in the surrounding countryside (Hrytsak
2005). Lviv’s multiethnic population was artificially homogenized during the twentieth century
due to the mass extermination of the Jewish population during World War II and the forced
transfers of its Polish and Ukrainian residents after the Soviet takeover in 1939/1941. Between
1939/1941 and 1955, the Russian population in Lviv increased by a hundred times—from 0.3%
to 35.6% (Hrytsak 2016, 1628). In the 1960s, however, during the Soviet industrialization,
permission to leave kolhospy (collective farms) brought much of the rural Ukrainian population
to the city, increasing the Ukrainophone population of Lviv from 44% in 1955 to 79% in 1989
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(Hrytsak 2016, 1627). During the Soviet era, the region “bore the reputation of being one of the
least sovietized regions,” a center of the anti-Soviet guerilla movement, a home to
disproportional number of dissident opposition to the Soviet rule and, at least to USSR
authorities’ perceptions, as “contaminated” with nationalist sentiments (Hrytsak 2005).
Its nationalist sentiments manifested strongly in the context of the political movements
that occurred throughout Central and Eastern Europe between 1987 and 1990, and Lviv’s
residents were the major organizers and participants of demonstrations in support of
independence (Czaplicka 2005, 26). Modern Lviv remains the biggest Ukrainophone center in
the country, with 92% of the population speaking Ukrainian,12 and a strong proponent of
Ukraine’s European political trajectory, which led to the city and region’s active participation in
the Orange Revolution and the Revolution of Dignity. The city has a relatively active civic
society, and in 2017, Transparency International ranked Lviv as a top city in Ukraine in terms of
institutional and public-sector transparency (TI 2017).
In terms of its economy, Lviv relies extensively on tourism with over 300,000 tourists
annually attracted to its Polish and Habsburg architectural legacy and locally distinct culture.
Lviv is also a rapidly growing IT hub in Ukraine.13 The focus on IT brings an influx of young
professionals as well as international and national business. At the same time, it generates a
major financial discrepancy14 among the population.
Outside economic factors, Lviv’s demographics is also influenced by the broader
sociopolitical context. Due to the annexation of Crimea and the so-called ATO in East Ukraine,
12

Razumkov Center Survey (2015).
Lviv is the third largest IT city in Ukraine with over 18,000 professionals officially employed in the industry and
many more free-lance workers.
14
The average monthly salary of an IT employee in Lviv is, according to the IT Job Market Review, $570, $1,750
and $3,000 for a junior, middle and senior positions respectively. In comparison, an average salary in the Lviv
region in 2017, according to the Ministry of Finance is UAH 6,194 ($238).
13
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by mid-2016, Lviv has become home to 11,854 internally displaced people: 3,508 from Crimea,
5,505 from the Donetsk region, and 2,841 from Luhansk region are officially registered.15

Chervonohrad (Site 2)

Chervonohrad is a borderland city located in Lviv region 20 km (12 miles) away from the
Polish-Ukrainian border with a population size of 67,000 as of 2016. The city as it is known
today emerged in the 1950s when coal beds were found in the area. When the coal industry
started developing in Chervonohrad, Soviet authorities moved many specialists and their families
from Ukraine’s Donbas region, the major coal-mining region in the country (the current conflict
zone). This defined the local demographics, bringing in many Russian-speaking Ukrainians and
some ethnic Russian populations.
Chervonohrad is characterized by a less dynamic job market than Lviv. Its economic base
is almost fully dependent on the coal mining industry, which over the years has experienced
progressive economic decline. This decline and a restricted job market are reflected in the town’s
limited ability to attract or retain high-skilled workers and a mass exodus of the youth. The
average income in the city is also substantially lower. According to the survey of the economic
and social development of Chervonohrad, in 2015, an average monthly salary in the city was
UAH 3,720 ($143), and 26,654 people were registered as retired.
Some of my interviewees talked about the town as stagnant, lacking opportunities and
prospects, focused on the future closure of the mining industry and framed it as a catastrophe for
the town. The others appreciated the small town for its cordial relationships among people and
for its tranquility.
15

Portal Lviv, Skilky u Lvovi Pereselentsiv, 22.07, 2016 http://portal.lviv.ua/news/2016/07/22/skilki-u-lvivskiyoblasti-pereselentsiv

Figure 2.1. (Reconsidering Russia and the Former Soviet Union, 2016) Modified to show research sites in Western Ukraine.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Sample Selection and Composition

To recruit as diverse a group of interviews as possible, I used an extended personal
network to start multiple snowball samplings. Some people were recruited opportunistically in a
range of situations at the early stage of research in the field. Once my snowball contacts referred
me to people who were potentially interested in participating, I contacted them via phone, telling
them more about the research in compliance with procedures approved by the IRB. I told
potential participants that I was interested in people’s perception of the civic society at the local
and state levels, and I was conducting interviews for textual analysis. Each participant was also
given a consent form and a comprehensive briefing about the procedure prior to an interview.
The sample recruitment in both locations was based on the following criteria
1) Current place of residence Lviv or Chervonohrad
2) Age cohort:
1) 18-26 years old (y.o.): These people were born between 1991 and 1999 in
independent Ukraine. The majority of them reached adulthood or were
young adults during the Revolution of Dignity.
2) 27-37 y.o.: Born between 1980 and 1990, they were no older than middle
school age during the declaration of independence. These people reached
adulthood or were young adults during the Orange Revolution.
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3) 38-5 y.o.: Born between 1967 and 1979 during the Brezhnev era in Soviet
Ukraine, these people were young adults when Ukraine became
independent.
4) 50-65 y.o.: These people were born between 1952 and 1966 during the time
period between the death of Stalin and the first five years of the Brezhnev's
"stagnation" period. Both their childhood and transition to adulthood took
place in Soviet Ukraine.
5) 65 y.o. and older: Born in 1951 and earlier, these people were born prior to
or during Stalin's rule (1935-1953). Their childhood overlapped with the
postwar period. The older members of this cohort were born prior to the
Soviet time.
3) Sex: 2 males and 2 females per each age group in both locations.
The sample was constructed by mapping historically and socially important experiences onto
periods of maturation in an individual life history (Handwerker, 2011). The recruiting criteria are
summarized in Table 3.1.
I was able to recruit only a half of the desired number of participants for the oldest age
group. Similarly, there was an asymmetry in the Lviv and Chervonohrad portions of the sample
(see Appendix B). During the analysis stage, I found it impractical to draw comparisons among
five groups and collapsed my sample to three broader generational cohorts: 18-35, 36-55 and
interviewees who were 56 and older (>56). This contributed to greater sample asymmetry, with
the least number of participants in the >56 age cohort.
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Table 3.1
Recruiting Criteria
Age cohort

Lviv

Chervonohrad
F(n=2)

F(n=2)

1991-1999 (n=8)
M(n=2)

M(n=2)
F(n=2)

F(n=2)

1980 -1990 (n=8)
M(n=2)

M(n=2)
F(n=2)

F(n=2)

1967 - 1979 (n=8)
M(n=2)

M(n=2)
F(n=2)

F(n=2)

1952 -1966 (n=8)
M(n=2)

M(n=2)
F(n=2)

1951 and earlier
(n=8)

M(n=2)

F(n=2)
M(n=2)

By design, the sample was diverse in terms of socioeconomic status and occupation. I
interviewed a coal miner, a factory worker, an artist, a doctor, an interpreter, a college professor, a
teacher, an IT professional, a city administration worker, a civic activist, a social worker, a business
owner, and more. People who participated in the study were rather homogeneous in terms of ethnic
background, reflecting the relative ethnic homogeneity in the region. While all participants
identified themselves as Ukrainians, one person identified as a Ukrainian and a Crimean Tatar, and a
few others mentioned their family roots from different parts of the former Soviet Union. My
interviewees had different life-histories and talked about different formative experiences. The
youngest interviewee was a 21-year-old factory worker in Chervonohrad. The oldest interviewee
was an 83-year-old woman in Lviv who was born in pre-Soviet time and experienced both German
and Soviet soldiers’ occupations (This interview, however, had to be excluded from the analysis due
to a technical issue).
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Most interviewees had one, sometimes more than one, university diploma, which can be
explained by the Soviet legacy of state-funded education in Ukraine. Over the course of the
interviews, I found that my interviewees felt uncomfortable when I asked them to identify
themselves with a particular income group. Therefore, I excluded this question from my question
list, asking only for information about their occupation.
The location of the interview was selected based on its convenience for the respondents.
Some interviews were conducted at coffee shops and cafes while some people invited me to their
homes and workplaces. On two occasions, I interviewed two members of the same household
(both married couples). In those cases, interviews were conducted individually, although having
a small group discussion could be beneficial for providing additional detail in addition to
eliciting more explanations and counter-discourses. This is something I will consider in future
research.
All but three interviews were conducted in Ukrainian. Participants were given an option
to switch to Russian if it was their preferred language. In two cases, people responded to my
questions in Russian, and in one case, an interviewee switched back and forth between Ukrainian
and Russian. Each conversation averaged 40 minutes and was audio recorded with the
interviewee’s permission. All interviews were transcribed and coded using MAXQDA12
software.
Data Elicitation Methods

Since thought cannot be accessed directly, cognitive fields have developed methodologies
that allow researchers to infer knowledge structures from the analysis of language and
conceptual behaviors in controlled tasks and then test the inferred structures via verification and
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validation procedures. The recommended methodology for cultural models research is tripartite,
combining ethnographic, linguistic and experimental components (Bennardo and de Munck
2014). The current research may be viewed as an initial step in this research trajectory and is
narrowed to an in-depth analysis of language data embedded in ethnographic knowledge of the
cultural community.
The analysis of linguistic data is a tool of primary importance for understanding the
content of mental representations because “we mentally represent our world, both physical and
social, and we then use these representations to re-represent them linguistically so that we can
communicate our representations to other individuals” (Bennardo and de Munck 2014, 39). For
this reason, cognitive anthropologists approach mental representations by focusing on
explanations offered about the domain of interest as part of natural, or what most closely
resembles natural, discourse (D’Andrade 1995; Quinn and Holland 1987). The optimal
elicitation technique for this purpose is a semi-structured interview. Its main advantage is that it
does not constrain participants to a particular type of response and allows them to follow their
own vein of thought and make connections they find important. It also ensures that different
participants are asked the same questions and that data can be compared across individuals. To
elicit the content of cultural models, cognitive anthropologists choose not to ask participants
directly about the cultural model under study but formulate the questions in such a way that they
activate this model (Bennardo and de Munck 2014; D’Andrade 2005). For this reason, I asked
people about life in their community in particular and Ukraine in general. I was interested in
exploring what they perceived as the local- and country-level challenges and changes and how
the population responds to them. I also included a set of questions about individual life-history
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(e.g., self-descriptors, formative experiences) to contextualize their responses. The interview
protocol can be found in Appendix A.
Semi-structured interviews allow researchers “to explore the limits of variation and
nuances” of data rather than finding only statistically significant commonalities (Handwerker
2001). Coping with individual variability can be achieved via this structured method that allows
researchers to explore “which beliefs and values are shared across which groups of society”
(Kempton et al. 1995, 10). The results I obtained at this stage help in formulating hypotheses
about large-scale commonalities and will be used in the future to conduct cultural consensus
analysis, a formal procedure developed by Romney, Batchelder and Weller (1986) to analyze
patterns of agreement and disagreement within a population that can also be used to test the
psychological validity of a cultural model (Bennardo and de Munck 2014).

Data Transcription

Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed for further processing in MAXQDA, a
software for mixed-methods analysis. Each interview was imported as a separate document and
assigned demographic variables. Quotations presented in the analysis section use the following
conventions: the first value contains identifying initials that do not correspond with participants’
real names, the second value stands for age and the third for gender (e.g., LK_23_M). More
detailed information about each participant (e.g., place of residence, occupation, education,
marital status) can be found in Appendix B.
Transcription decisions influenced the units of data analysis. Paragraphs corresponded
with the boundaries of a response to a single question. Speech was transcribed verbatim, and the
original wording was preserved when interviewees used non-normative words (e.g., “sovietskiy,”
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a Ukrainianized Russian word for Soviet instead of the Ukrainian normative equivalent,
“radianskyi”). The word-for-word transcriptions were translated into English with as much
accuracy as possible. Pauses, repeats, false starts, fillers, unusual emphases and intonations were
recorded and annotated in working transcripts but were removed from the presented excerpts for
the reader’s convenience, unless significant for interpretation of a quotation.
In an attempt to preserve the original speech as much as possible, quotations reflect the
nature of the spoken text, sometimes abrupt and incomplete but preserving the syntactic freedom
of spoken discourse with minimal modifications required for comprehensible translation.
Ellipses (…) indicate that a text segment was removed; (..) indicates a speaker’s pause; brackets
denote my comment or clarification about the preceding context and <Q Q> denotes substantial
intonation change when a participant uses quasi-reported speech.

Methods for Data Analysis

When analyzing interview discourse, anthropologists pay great attention to context.
Speech, or text, is “woven together with respect to its constituent parts [intratextual
relationships], with respect to other texts [intertextual relationships], and with respect to other
non-linguistic knowledge [context]” (Chilton 1996, 67). I used inductive thematic analysis to
explore patterns within and across interviews and supplemented qualitative interpretations with a
quantitative component in a form of code co-occurrence, proximity counts and word frequency
analysis. Following the thematic analysis, I performed a metaphor analysis and explored the
relationships between metaphors and their immediate discursive and larger cultural contexts.
Both procedures are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
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Descriptive Themes at the Discourse Level

The method I used to organize data into meaningful categories can be viewed as an
inverted version of D’Andrade’s (2005) methodological approach to investigating the American
cultural model of society. D’Andrade used the following procedure: a) reduce the initial
interview texts into “gist statements”; b) apply word frequency counts to the whole body of gist
statements; c) use interview data to formulate descriptions of the key words as presumed
building blocks of the model; d) combine similar propositions into categorical descriptions and
e) schematize those categories into a list of underlying assumptions, the cultural model of
society. Alternatively, I used a descriptive sentence-by-sentence coding to arrive at my major
themes during the first step of the analysis. I found that an inductive coding procedure allowed
me to segment the body of text into manageable units and helped delineate the context for lexical
constituents without intensive text reduction used in gist transcription. Once I organized the text
into thematic categories, I represented the content of each category in terms of gist statements or
propositions. Once I obtained the lists of propositions, I clustered them based on similarity and
extracted the underlying semantic macrostructures—macropropositions.16 For an overview of the
methodological algorithm see Figure 3.1.
I started the coding process by labeling major topics in each document using a descriptive
sentence-by-sentence coding and dated memos to keep track of the thinking process. Some of the
initial codes were general, e.g., Corruption; detailed, e.g., politicians care only about their
pockets or coded in-vivo. After having coded the first five interviews, I created document
portraits, lists of all codes in a given document, to cluster related topics into primary themes,
I use the term macro-proposition as articulated by Schäffner (1999)—as “semantic macrostructures in text” or “the
most typical, most relevant, and regularly recurring propositions abstracted from individual texts” (76).
16
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sub-themes, and any left-over topics that did not fit into the clusters. Once some reoccurring
themes across the documents were established, I refined the code system using the MAXmaps
tool, which helps visualize the relations between codes and their sub-codes as well as between
different code categories. Once code descriptions were solidified, the remaining interviews were
coded. The process, however, was iterative—requiring constant comparison, expansion and
reduction—and resulted in continuous code modification and adjustment.

Figure 3.1. Methodological algorithm.

In the process of coding, I used weights to mark text segments that were exemplary for a
given code and text segments that were more ambiguous during the coding process. For instance,
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the code References to Mentality was applied when participants mentioned the word mentality
17

explicitly or voiced a closely related idea, e.g., “Ukrainians by their nature are…”, “we as a
nation are…[followed by characteristics].” The segments where the actual word mentality was
used were given 100-point weight while the two following examples were weighted with 80 and
60 points respectively. This allowed me to differentiate the degree to which a segment was
characteristic of the code and provided easy access to segments that were difficult to classify and
required re-thinking.
After multiple code refining stages, I arrived at eight general code categories: Country
and Nation, Government and Politics, Social Relations, Social Well-Being, Individual Mobility
and Striving, Social Action, Historical Legacy, and Mentality and Worldview. I used several
tools to examine how codes were distributed in the interview corpus and whether there were
systematic patterns of their occurrence. I repeated the procedure of creating document portraits,
using MAXQDA Document Portrait visualization, once all the interviews were coded. I obtained
color-coded schematic representations of content of each text document (see Figure 3.2) with the
sequence and prominence (relative to the interview document as a whole) of coded themes
preserved. I then used a Code Relationship Browser to see how coded themes were related across
documents, particularly which codes co-occurred and/or appeared in close proximity (within one
paragraph) in the interview transcripts. An example of this procedure is presented in (see Figure
3.3). It shows that segments coded with thee Mentality code most frequently occurred in
17

To interpret language data, I integrated multiple levels of analysis, linking surface language structures to the
underlying conceptual structures. I use the word code to refer to textual evidence of a particular theme— a recurrent
idea at the text level that appears across individual interviews. The word category is a superordinate term that
designates several thematically related but distinct in some aspects codes (e.g., Interpersonal Positive and
Interpersonal Negative are codes that belong to the Social Relations category). The term model refers to the
underlying conceptual structure associated with a cluster of text-level codes. Codes are associated with model crosscut thematic categories and are suggested to be related conceptually based on systematic proximity and cooccurrence across the interviews. I use stylized titles to distinguish among codes (capitalized and italicized),
categories (capitalized and non-italicizes), and cultural models (italicized and bolded).
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combination with Historical Experiences and Interpersonal Negative codes. When looking
beyond co-occurrences at the near codes we see that the Soviet System Ingrained Ideas/Values
code (later renamed Historical Experiences: Soviet) is also closely linked to the Mentality code
(see Figure 3.4) Frequent overlap (the circles may be substituted for numerical equivalent) across
interviews suggests that these codes are conceptually related. A detailed discussion of the
findings is presented in Chapter 4.
Once interviews were thematically organized, I ran word frequencies for each code to
determine its prominent lexical items.

Figure 3.2 Document portrait.
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Figure 3.3: Code co-occurrence.

Figure 3.4: Code proximity.

When interpreting code relationships data, it is important to consider that a) a sentence
was taken as a unit of coding, and if two subsequent sentences conveyed the same idea, they
were coded as two separate code instances and b) multiple codes could be applied to the same
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sentence. Both factors could cause distortions in the code proximity reports, e.g., a co-occurrence
of the same codes in five sentences of the same paragraph in a single interview would potentially
be represented like five co-occurrences in separate interviews. Nonetheless, this limitation of the
technique that can be overcome in the future by integrating multiple ways of counting code
intersections. During the analysis, particularly when examining code distribution across age
groups, I counted code presence per document in terms of binary criteria (present-absent)
without accounting for its differential importance for the interview participants.
Another limitation is linked to identifying the boundaries of the unit of analysis. While in
the analysis of written corpora these boundaries are relatively pre-determined (e.g., paragraphs
are determined by the author), the spoken discourse requires an analyst to make those decisions
in the transcription process. The decision to represent the answer to a single question during an
interview as a single paragraph poses potential problems when assessing code relationships. Yet
another limitation is linked to the subjectivity involved when the coding is conducted by one
person. Parallel coding by multiple coders with subsequent inter-coder reliability measurements
would strengthen the validity of the findings.

Metaphor Identification and Analysis

In addition to the thematic coding of text, I conducted a metaphor analysis. Metaphor
analysis is used extensively in cultural models research because metaphors provide clues about
underlying assumptions that are not stated explicitly (Strauss and Quinn 1997, 141). Society, as a
complex abstract system (similar to concepts like career, social organization, economic systems,
government, political systems, worldview and theories), can be understood “as an abstract
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configuration of entities and their relations” (Kövecses 2010, 155). Both the entities and the
relationships between them are metaphorized.18
I limited metaphor analysis to several target domains that corresponded with the thematic
clusters at which I arrived during the preceding descriptive coding stage. The initial target
domains included COUNTRY, SOCIETY, GOVERNMENT, SOCIAL ACTION,
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS, COMMUNICATION and SOCIAL MOBILITY. The
questions I pursued were what source domains are applied to these target domains and what
relationships/properties of the cultural model of society do they reflect?
To identify linguistic metaphorical expressions, I used the metaphor identification
procedure (MIP) developed by the Pragglejaz group19: each potential metaphor was checked for
a) its meaning in the discourse context; b) the existence of another, more basic meaning; c) an
incongruity or contrast between these meanings and d) a transfer from the basic to the contextual
meaning (Pragglejaz 2007; Steen 2007; Cameron and Maslen 2010). If a potential metaphor
satisfied each of the above criteria, it was coded as metaphor in a separate data set in MAXQDA.
Metaphors were first coded in terms of their target domains, and the source domains were
indicated in comments. I later collapsed codes for each target into several groups according to
the systematic source domains used for that target. The mappings and metaphorical entailments
for each source-target combination were elaborated in detail. I relied on The Berkeley Master
Metaphor List by Lakoff, Espenson and Schwartz (1991) and a Practical Introduction to

constructed using metaphors in Lakoff’s (1987), Johnson’s (1987), and Kövecsec’s (1995) views, or elucidated by
metaphors in Holland and Quinn’s (1987) and Quinn’s (1991) view.
19
Pragglejaz (2007) is an international research project on metaphors. The word Pragglejaz derives from the initial
letters of the researchers involved: Peter Crisp (Chinese University), Ray Gibbs (University of California, Santa
Cruz), Alan Cienki (VU University, Amsterdam), Graham Low (University of York), Gerard Steen (VU University,
Amsterdam), Lynne Cameron (Open University, Milton Keynes), Elena Semino (Lancaster University), Joe Grady
(Cultural Logic LLC); Alice Deignan (University of Leeds), Zoltán Kövecses (Eötvös Loránd University)
18
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Metaphor by Kövecses (2010) when organizing the linguistic metaphoric expressions that I
identified in text.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS

Prior to conducting the interviews, I had hypothesized a generational variation of the
implicit models of society in Western Ukraine. This hypothesis was rooted in the assumption that
differences in the experiential frameworks are conducive to different mental representations that
are relatively durable. Below is an overview of the key premises upon which this assumption
rests, derived primarily from the work of Strauss and Quinn (1997).
1) Individual interaction with publicly instituted meanings leads to certain patterns of
conceptual connections, habitually activated neural networks, that are not easily
“unlearned.”
2) Historical changes are conducive to changes in publicly constituted discourses, their
meanings being consented to and contested by individuals to various degrees. When
new meanings arise, they do not fully replace the previous meanings but modify
them, providing conceptual coherence in the context of a changing environment.
3) Depending on the individual life history and the historical context in which it occurs,
individuals may reconcile multiple meanings in a form of multiple cultural models.
While multiple models may co-exist in an individual mind, their emotional and
motivational forces may differ. This results in preferential use of certain models for
interpreting the ongoing events and reasoning about them discursively.
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In sum, our understanding of what society is reflects a historically constructed state of
affairs that has conceptual ramifications in an individual’s cognition. The contexts from which
meanings arise, however, are overlapping, and each individual actor is positioned in multiple
temporal-relational contexts simultaneously (Emirbayer and Mische 1998, 969). Since Ukraine
has gone through substantial historical, ideological and discursive changes within the timespan
of many of my interviewees’ lifetimes,20 I was interested in exploring how people’s cultural
models respond to the changing contexts of the social experience, whether historical changes are
conducive to identifiably different meanings, and, if so, how are these different meanings
reconciled. This is the agenda I had in mind while I was analyzing the content of the inductivelycoded categories.
Using the descriptive coding introduced in the previous section, I arrived at eight
thematic categories (each composed of several constituent codes): Individual and Group
Relations, Government and Politics, Social Action, Individual Mobility and Striving, Social
Well-Being, Country and Nation, Historical Legacy and Mentality and Worldview.
Individual and Group Relations (210 coded segments) and Government and Politics (190)
included interviewees’ ideas about interpersonal relations in the Ukrainian society, the perceived
unifying and dividing forces and the asymmetry of life opportunities as well as one’s conception
of the institutional structures. From the content of these categories, I abstracted underlying
assumptions about a) the relationships between social actors and b) the relationships between
social actors and political institutions, which, according to van Dijk (1999), provide a socio-

Subsequently, when using the terms “older” and “younger” cohorts, I refer to people whose maturation occurred
exclusively or mainly in the Soviet period (>56) as opposed to those who were born or reached adulthood in
independent Ukraine (18-35). The age range of the group (36-55) makes its identification with either cohort rather
ambiguous, and I refer to them as the “middle group.”
20
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cognitive interface for individual interaction with the surrounding environment (32). These
assumptions are discussed in greater detail in the context of each respective model.
Social Action (147), Individual Mobility and Striving (49) and Social Well-Being (72)
contained statements about the condition of society as a complex system, the role of citizenry in
its qualitative transformation and the individual possibilities of mobility and advancement within
it. From the content of these thematic categories, I extracted recurrent discourses about
individuals and society as agents of action, examined how the locus of control changed in those
discourses and abstracted the implicit models in which the relationship between the structure and
an agent are conceptually negotiated. I discuss these discourses in the following sections.
Country and Nation (161), Historical Legacy (54) and Mentality and Worldview (94) are
thematic categories that provide the ground against which the individual and social agency are
understood. They cover different temporal dimensions: the present sociopolitical and historical
contexts. I found that the notion of mentality mediated the role of the past in the causal
conditioning of the present, providing conceptual coherence and reconciling conceptual
ambiguities.
The components of society highlighted in each thematic grouping are interpenetrating and
mutually constitutive, and their separation is proposed merely for analytical purposes. Figure 4.1
contains a full overview of the code system. Numerical values indicate a number of coded
segments for each code and sub-code. Appendix C contains the distribution of codes across the
age cohorts (percentage of documents in each age cohort where a given code was found).
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1 Country and Nation

4 Social Action

1.1 Conflict and War

64

1.2 International Relations

4.1 Communitarian Rhetoric

25

4.2 Personal Disengagement (1st Person Persp.)

24

1.2.1. Russia

35

4.3. Critique of Others for Being Disengaged

17

1.2.2. Europe

15

4.4. Personal Responsibility/Contribution

34

1.3 Economic Potential

11

4.5. Reliance on a Leader

20

1.4 Patriotic Sentiments

33

4.6. Society as A Unitary Agent

30

1.5. Critique of Patriotic Sentiments

4

2 Government and Politics

5 Individual Mobility and Striving

2.1 Institutional Inefficiency

40

5.1 Self-Reliance

27

2.2. Government Positive

5

5.2. State as a Provider

13

2.3. Government Negative

67

5.3. Individual Against the System

29

2.2 Communication betw. People and Gov.

30

5.4. The System Fosters Emigration

16

3 Social relations

6 Historical Legacy

3.1 Intergenerational

6.1 Historical Experiences: Soviet

32

6.2 Historical Experiences Other than Soviet

30

3.1.1. How Younger Cohorts See Themselves

12

3.1.2. How Younger Cohorts See Older

16

7 Mentality and Worldview

3.1.3. How Older Cohorts See Themselves

12

7.1 No Change Until the Generation Changes

12

3.1.4. How Older Cohorts See Younger

14

7.2 Worldview: Emphasis on Ongoing Change

46

3.2 Interpersonal

10

7.3. References to Mentality: General

3.2.1 Interpersonal Negative

53

7.3.1.Negative

22

3.2.2 Interpersonal Positive

35

7.3.2.Positive

11

3.2.3.What Unites People

46

3.3 Inclusion and Prejudice

30

3.4 Hierarchy and Level

32

8. Social Well-Being
8.1. Financial Well-Being Positive
8.2. Financial Well-Being Negative
8.3. Psychological Well-Being Positive
8.4. Psychological Well-Being Negative

Figure 4.1: Code system.

By abstracting the underlying assumptions of each discursive category into macropropositions (MP) and examining the way these macrostructures relate to each other, I arrived at
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the abstract conceptual core that organized people’s discursive reasoning about society, the
negotiation between an individual agency and institutional constraint.
Agency is a highly contested term with a large body of literature on the subject. Here, I
use the term agency synonymously with an agentive orientation that can be defined as actors’
perceived capacity to have “greater or lesser transformative leverage in relationship to their
environment…[or] to the structuring contexts of action” (Emirbayer and Mische 1998, 1011).
The agency-structure relation was instantiated in texts in terms of three more specific models. In
labeling them, I modified Strauss’ schemas (1997) to generate three conceptual models: Can’t
fight the system, Common goals first, and Achieve anything you want.
At the surface textual level, Can’t fight the system is signaled by the Personal
Disengagement code in terms of social change/advancement and in the cognominal code
Individual against the system in terms of individual mobility. This conceptual model recognizes
individual agency but emphasizes institutional constraints.
The Common goals first model is associated primarily with the discourse-level code
Society as a Unitary Agent, which emphasizes the corporate agency of society in the context of
social change. Individual advancement and striving in this conceptual model was linked to the
code State as a Provider, centered in the idea that people cannot be self-reliant if the state does
not support them. This model recognizes an institutional constraint but puts emphasis on the
corporate agency of society and transpersonal contexts of action.
Achieve anything you want is brought to the textual surface via the thematic code
Personal Responsibility/Contribution, organized around the idea that individual citizens are
responsible for the condition of their society, using rhetoric such as “change starts with me” or
critiquing people who blame others without any personal contribution. The premise of common
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good is similar to the previous model, but an emphasis on an individual versus society as a
corporate agent distinguishes the two. In terms of individual mobility and striving, the Achieve
anything you want model is manifested in the Self-Reliance theme. This conceptual model
recognizes an institutional constraint but puts an emphasis on individual agency.
Each pair of codes constitutes the main meaning focus of each conceptual model. They
provide a core that is further elaborated by systematically recruiting other discursive themes,
which results in relatively stable code clusters across the interview texts. Figure 4.2 is a visual
representation of this patterned cluster structure.
The model shows three main code clusters with commonly occurring structure-agency
relationships as their conceptual cores. The proposed structure resembles a cultural model, or
cognitive/mental model, containing structural units that have a core and periphery parts (Minsky
1975 quoted in Bennardo and de Munck 2014). The nodes radiating from the key conceptual foci
are to be understood as cultural models of their own, linked to the agentive orientation core. The
cluster centered around the code Society as a Unitary Agent reflects the Common goals first
model. The cluster centered around the Personal Disengagement reflects the Can’t fight the
system model. The cluster centered around the Personal Responsibility code reflects the Achieve
anything you want model. The lines show which codes are connected, and their width reflects
the frequency of co-occurrence. Certain codes are shared among more than one model. The
following section elaborates about these connections and introduces numerical values.
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Figure 4.2: Code theory model in MAXQDA.

Can’t Fight the System model was signified by the code cluster organized around the
Personal disengagement code. Co-occurrence and proximity matrices show that Personal
disengagement, a meaning that is a focus of the model, is discursively linked to:


Financial well-being: Negative (14); Psychological well-being: Negative (5); Conflict
and War (4);



How younger cohorts perceive older (6); How older cohorts see themselves (3);



Institutional Inefficiency (7); Government Negative (6); Interpersonal Negative (6);
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Individual Mobility and Striving: Individual Against the System (9);



Historical Legacy: Soviet experiences (11); Other than Soviet (7).

The Common Goals First model was signified by the code cluster organized around the
Society as a Unitary Agent code. Co-occurrence and proximity matrices show that Society as a
Unitary Agent occurred in the immediate proximity with the following codes:


The Change of Worldview (35);



Conflict and War (21); Economic Potential (19); Patriotic Sentiments (14);



Institutional Inefficiency (14); Government Negative (9); Communication Between
People and Government (7);



Interpersonal Positive (11); What Unites People (10);



Financial Well-Being Negative (12); Psychological Well-Being: Negative (10);



International Relations Europe (10); International Relations Russia (6);



How Younger Cohorts See Older (5); How Older Cohorts See Themselves (5).

The Achieve Anything You Want model was signified by the code cluster organized
around the Personal Responsibility/Contribution code. Co-occurrence and proximity matrices
show that Personal Responsibility/Contribution occurred in the immediate proximity with the
following codes:


Conflict and War (21)



Communitarian Rhetoric (17); Criticizing Others for the Lack of Engagement (17);



Interpersonal Positive (16); Mentality and Worldview: Ongoing Change (13);
Historical Experiences: Soviet (12);



Individual Mobility and Striving: Self Reliance (10);



Communication Between People and Government (9); Patriotic sentiments (8);
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How Younger Cohorts See Themselves (9); How Older Cohorts See Themselves (5).

The recurrent discursive proximity of these codes is indicative of them being
conceptually related. Patterns obtained via examining code relations across texts form a
schematic structure of the three conceptual models of society I found in the interviews. In the
following section, I relate these structures to the context in which they occur. Intertextual
distribution of these conceptual models suggests that they are intersubjectively shared.
Intersubjective sharing is indicative of a conceptual model being a cultural model (Bennardo and
de Munck 2014; D’Andrade 1989; Strauss and Quinn 1997).
The three prototypical models at which I arrived from the analysis of language differ
from each other in several parameters:
a) conceptualization of individuals and their relations with other individuals and
institutions;
b) conceptualization of institutions (particularly political leadership and government);
c) locus of control—to what degree external or internal to an individual;
d) perceived impediments for well-being of society and an individual.
These parameters determine the order in which I organize the discussion of each model.
For convenience, I continue referring to the three prototypical models in terms of their
underlying assumptions—i.e. Achieve anything you want, Common goals first and Achieve
anything you want.
Prior to proceeding to the discussion of the cultural models, I outline the content of the
two background themes—a descriptive code Conflict and War that links all three models overtly
(see Figure 4.2) and the Mentality and Worldview code that does not appear on the diagram but
emerges as an important connecting theme covertly. These themes are important in the context of
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the current discussion because they are related to the temporal dimensions of agency (Emirbayer
and Mische 1998). They show how individual respondents mediate the contested past,
problematic present and envisioned future. Agentive orientations of social actors emerge in
dialogue with those temporal contexts.

Temporal-Relational Context of the Cultural Models of Society

Conflict and War was the second most prominent code (after Government Negative) in
the data, and it appeared to be a connecting point of every code cluster I found in the interviews.
Neither of the interview questions explicitly addressed the conflict in the Eastern part of Ukraine
or the relationships with Russia or the EU, but these topics were ubiquitous in the interview data,
indicative of a major concern for the population. The codes Conflict and War and Interpersonal
Relations are important in the context of the current discussion because they participate in
framing the individual’s relationships to present constraints. Conflict and War reflects the
context of uncertainty that constitutes the ground for action, both ongoing and imaginative, as
interviewees reason about the present state of affairs and the envisioned and/or feared future.
Despite the existence of an official term, ATO, to designate the political crisis in the
Donbas region, this term appeared in the interview transcripts only 25 times. The word war
instead appeared 65 times, reflecting the conventional framing of the conflict as it is perceived in
the country, or specifically in Western Ukraine where the research took place. A brief search for
the most frequent word-combinations reflects content of the coded segments in condensed form:
the war started21, the war influences greatly, the quality of life, more gunfire, the war
escalates, difficult times, a big challenge, people are ready to fight, needed to strengthen
21

Words that are not capitalized and italicized designate specific lexical structures that appear in text, e.g., specific
collocations and specific examples of typical rhetoric. The same notations are used to emphasize specific lexical
items in the interview excerpts.
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the army, managed to put army on its feet, volunteers provide [for the] army, looking
towards Europe, people unite, many people, a result of Maidan, the Revolution of
Dignity, society quarreled, Eastern Ukraine, Russia [is an] aggressor.
These collocations establish the view of the conflict in the East of Ukraine as a major
problematic situation that influences society as a whole and its individual members. The nature
of this influence was further examined via code relationships. The Conflict and War code
appeared in the immediate proximity (both co-occurrence and proximity within one paragraph)
with the following codes:


Social relations22 (60 total): What fosters communication/Relationships (22);
Interpersonal Negative (20), Interpersonal Positive (18), Inclusion and Prejudice (4);



Government and Politics: Government Negative (54), Institutional inefficiency (34);



Social Well-Being (45): Financial Well-Being Negative (19); Psychological Wellbeing: Negative (16);



Country and Nation: International Relations (37), Patriotic Sentiments (17), Critique
of Patriotic Sentiments (6);



Society as an Agent of Action: Personal Responsibility/Contribution (21), Society as
a Unitary Actor (23), Reliance on a Leader (15), Communitarian Rhetoric (14),
Criticizing Others for the Lack of Engagement (12); Personal disengagement (4);



Hierarchy and Level (13);



Individual mobility and striving: Self-Reliance (7), Emigration (7).

Code proximity shows that war provided the conceptual ground for reasoning about the
relational contexts of action (Emirbayer and Mische 1998, 981), relationships between
individuals and political institutions as well as social and individual well-being. More
22

Titles of code categories are not italicized, titles of the constituent codes are italicized
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specifically, on the inter-textual level, the conflict in the East was perceived as a consolidating
factor for the population more often than a divisive factor, although a link to negative
relationships was also present. The situation was perceived as both a cause of and a result of the
East-West societal division23, and in a few cases, it was framed as a source of prejudice (e.g.,
toward the internally-displaced or prejudice between the East and the West more generally).
The government and the institutional inefficiency were thought of as the reasons why the
conflict persists. The war in the East was also frequently embedded into the International
Relations theme, highlighting the participation of the external actors, particularly Russia and
Europe. Much emphasis was placed on the way the conflict affects individual well-being, and
economic implications were highlighted more frequently than psychological ones. This is
potentially due to the geographical distance of the research sites from the conflict zone. The
conflict, according to the interview participants, stimulated engagement of the citizenry at the
individual and societal level. A low rate of self-reported disengagement contrasts with the
frequent critique of others for lacking engagement or personal contribution to the social and
political action.
If the content of the Conflict and War code highlights the relational context of action and
the uncertain environment within which individual actors and society as a whole are embedded
in the present, the codes that constitute the categories Historical Legacy24 and Mentality and
Worldview25 provide the temporal context of action. In this section, I expand on Emirbayer and

23

Inter-regional prejudice alluded to in the interview texts is congruent with public opinion polling (Vyshniak 2015)
and academic literature (Halling and Stewart, 2015)
24
In the course of an individual interview, historical references were activated explicitly via questions about changes
in Ukraine within the time of its independence and via questions about an individual life history. Historical
references, however, were not limited to these contexts.
25
None of the interview questions asked people about “mentality” or “worldview” (also lexicalized in the interviews
as “the way of thinking,” a “state of consciousness” and “mental disposition”), yet references to them appeared in
responses to the questions about the main achievements and/or failures during the time of independence (21) about
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Mische’s (1998) argument that “as actors respond to changing environments, they must
continually reconstruct their view of the past in an attempt to understand the causal conditioning
of the emergent present, while using this understanding to control and shape their responses in
the arising future” (968). In the interview context, the mediation between the multiple temporal
dimensions was conceptually achieved via the notion of mentality.
References to the Soviet past were most prominently related to intergenerational
perceptions. The code Historical Experiences: Soviet occurred in immediate proximity with
Social Relations: Intergenerational code 28 times, specifically How older cohorts see themselves
(15) and How younger cohorts see older (13), and was strongly linked to Mentality and
Worldview (31). On the other hand, the code Historical Experiences: Soviet also co-occurred
with the Institutional Inefficiency (13) and Government Negative (8).
The key lexical items that appeared within the segments coded with Mentality and
Worldview reflect contextual relation between the topics of history, mentality and
intergenerational perceptions, political institutions and social change that were intertwined in the
interviews.


Nouns: person (85); mentality (16); worldview (16); Ukraine (14); majority (12);
thinking (10); country (9); Maidan (8); youth (8); Europe (7); mobility (7); state (6);
people/nation (6)



Verbs: to change/to be changed (31); to set in motion (7); to happen (6)



Adjectives: conscious (15); Soviet 13; new (9); independent (7); historical (6).

the relationships between people in the community and the country (12), whether they felt that life in the community
has been changing (6), and about the current state of affairs in the country (12).
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The relations between the Historical Experiences: Soviet and the Institutional inefficiency
code reflect a common argument that the structural inefficiency was inherited from the Soviet
system. The relationships between the Historical Experiences: Soviet and the Government
Negative are commonly found in form of an argument that the government of independent
Ukraine was formed largely from the former Party members.
Once examined in the interview context, the general themes that explicate the relationship
between the socially shared historical experience and intergenerational perceptions can be
described in a form of two propositions: “The Soviet system ingrained ideas and values” and “A
generation needs to change for a change to happen.” These ideas were expressed by the younger
cohorts, who attributed perceived cognitive dispositions to the older cohorts due to their indirect
knowledge about that time period.
VS_21_M: Many people still have that Soviet thinking in their heads. That’s why people
say that a few generations need to change for things to change in the country. As long as
there will be people who grew in the USSR, I don’t think we will see any major positive
changes in the country.
Interestingly, this theme also appeared in the interviews of older respondents:
VSH_53_M: I would say that in order for things to become better in the country, we
need— just like Moses, who walked people in the desert for 40 years to change their
whole worldview and only then brought them to a destination— to wander around the
desert for 40 years, and maybe that’s when something about our way of thinking will
change...
Things will not change any time soon. We need for years to pass, for generations to
change. Your generation is more likely to be different. The older [generation] no, the
older [people] already have too much negativity instilled in them.
Both excerpts reflect an underlying assumption that people’s identities are rigid and not
likely to change. Mentality is perceived as something deeply rooted, instilled, inherent, fixed and
not malleable. This demonstrates that schematization of shared historical experiences is achieved
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via typification of generational groups. This was done most frequently by the younger cohorts
typifying the population who was socialized during the Soviet era. Consider this quote from MT:
MT_28_M: There are many people in our city who are over 55, and they still have this
Soviet zakalka [a habit formed from repetitive experiences]. By that, I mean this desire of
stability and a fear of change. And, also, this: <Q my house is aside26, leave me alone Q>
mentality. They only care for what is happening inside of their immediate circle, and as
long as everything is okay there, they don’t care about their surrounding…We currently
have a very progressive mayor, and many people don’t like him. They don’t like that he
tries to introduce something new <Q why, if the old system works Q>. It is not the best
system, but it works. This is again the Soviet zakalka. They just want to be left alone as
long as they get the minimum they were promised and they don’t aspire to something
bigger. They are just content with stability. I talk generally, of course, and people are
different…When a young person suggests some initiatives, the apparatus made out of
those older people who are used to the Soviet reality...they just want to cut it off at a
rudimentary stage. <Q Why would we need some kind of innovation if we have
something stable that has been working for decades Q>. They are afraid that innovations
can ruin the stable system. But, we need innovation to build a new country.
Although other respondents used somewhat different phrasing, these underlying ideas are
recurring. The generation who lived in the Soviet era was thought to overemphasize stability and
be fearful of or resistant to innovation and change, focus on the “inner circle” only and disengage
from participating in the qualitative transformation of society. In emphasizing these perceived
cognitive dispositions, the younger cohorts constructed an imaginative distance from past
meanings. Younger participants talked about themselves as being “free from Soviet stereotypes”
and juxtaposed their way of thinking to the perceived way of thinking of the older groups.
It is possibly in response to this that the middle-age cohorts retrospectively reconstructed
their perspective of the past accordingly, e.g., using a conditional mood in self-descriptions.
GL_45_F: If I was born now, I probably would have been more assertive and probably
more ambitious in pursuing my goals. We were brought up to be somewhat “zaturkani”
[colloquial for “lacking the drive.”]

“My house stands aside” is a Ukrainian idiom that appeared most frequently when people described negative
relationships between people in the society. It captures the idea that people stay disengaged from problems of others
(e.g., social problems broadly) as long as these problems do not influence their immediate well-being.
26
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NS_43_F: Growing up, we were just more...um…we had a lot more boundaries, and it
made us somewhat insecure, I think. Or maybe just less motivated. Young people now
are so goal-oriented, and confident, and they have all the roads open for them.
More often, however, this idea was reconciled by either by a) juxtaposing the
“historically acquired” and the “inherently Ukrainian” mentalities, corroborated via the metaphor
of “awakening” or “remembering,” or by b) selectively attributing the “Soviet mentality” or “the
Soviet conditioning of thinking” to the political elites only and emphasizing that their full
replacement is needed. Later, I discuss these ideas in greater detail in relation to the specific
cultural models as the concept of mentality or historically-shaped cognitive dispositions
appeared central to conceptualizing the relationships between the prototypical social actors, the
prototypical institutions and the prototypical agentive orientations.
The code Historical Experiences: Other than Soviet was applied to segments that alluded
to the events of the post-independence period, excluding the recent Maidan and the
contemporary conflict in Donbas. This code was also used when participants talked about the
experiences prior to the Soviet time. It occurred in immediate proximity to Interpersonal
Relations (not specific to age) 29 times. More specifically, it was linked to Interpersonal
Negative (16) more often than Interpersonal Positive (6). Referring to the Non-Soviet
experiences, participants frequently talked about the financial crisis and disorganized transition
of the 1990s as a cause of negative relationships. Occasionally, they referred to experiences that
preceded the Soviet history—e.g., Western Ukraine being part of Poland and Austria-Hungary—
framed as the “centuries of foreign conquest” that also contributed to negative relations among
the social actors. The movement for independence and the Orange Revolution were among the
historical events that were perceived as fostering positive relationships. Like references to the
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Soviet past, non-Soviet experiences were linked to Institutional Inefficiency (16) but even more
often to Government Negative (20).
The role of the past in structuring the present shaped not only the content of the
interpersonal relations category but was used to explain the causes of negative propensities and
societal phenomena in general:
LK_23_M: Probably, the process of development is slowed down by the very culturalmental disorders of Ukrainians. There are many who think that it is some kind of a
Byzantine legacy—the gravitation towards corruption, paternalism, the insufficient
development of civic society. This burden was passed to us [agency is omitted] way back,
during the [Orthodox] Christianization, when we chose to orient ourselves, not towards
Western Europe with its separation between the State and the Church and active civic
society, toward what we now see in such poor condition in stagnating Russia. We,
however, are gradually trying to overcome and cure them [those “cultural and mental
disorders”].
The links between the historical experiences and cognitive dispositions are further
embedded in the conceptual opposition between the perceived “historically acquired” and
“inherently Ukrainian” mentalities. This perceived inherent mentality is attributed good qualities
and portrayed as a cultural “essence” resistant to change despite the “historically acquired”
negative propensities. References to the former appeared primarily in the segments coded
Patriotic Sentiments in conjunction with another code, e.g., Interpersonal Positive or What
Unites People.
In the discussion of the political change, social and individual engagement and in the
interview context more broadly, the topic of patriotism, references to cultural patrimony and
nationalism-related rhetoric occurred frequently. It may be linked to the fact that the nation-
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building and democratization in Ukraine and other post-Soviet republics formed around ethnic,
not civic nationalism.27
The civic values, respectively, are looked at through the prism of ethnic values, e.g., “We
now see a new generation that is conscious, engaged, Ukrainian and patriotic” (IP_28_F).
Consider IP’s response when I asked her to expand on what it means to be Ukrainian and
patriotic:
IP_28_F: I associate it with understanding that you belong to a particular nationality,
understanding that you have a native language that you respect, use, and pass on to your
kids. It is also a desire to help the others in making Ukraine a better, more democratic
country. It is choosing not an easy way— leaving and moving abroad— but a hard way of
contributing to a positive change here. Even if you do end up moving elsewhere you
should never forget about your “Ukrainianness” and about having Ukrainian roots but do
something for the country even from the outside.
MM_70_M: Maidan and the war in the East did more for the assertion of Ukrainian
nation than all the politicians, slogans, and words did. Today truly independent Ukraine
has already “happened.” The Ukrainian national idea has happened, which is not confined
to the values of language but emphasizes the centrality of two ideas—don’t steal and
don’t lie.
While it is difficult to pinpoint in bounded text segments, and the excerpt from the interview
with IP only partially reflects looking at the civic values in terms of ethnic ones, this
interpretation also comes from numerous informal conversations with people in Ukraine and
from my own reflection about the discourses I have been socialized into while growing up in
Ukraine. The inherent versus acquired cultural dispositions played an important role in the
Common goals first and Achieve anything you want cultural models of society.
In sum, both clusters of co-occurrences—those centered around the Historical
Experiences: Soviet and the Historical Experiences: Non-Soviet—show the perceived causal
Schulman (2004) explains, “With civic nationalism, people in a nation-state think that what… unite[s] and
distinguish[es] all or most members of the nation are such features as living on a common territory, belief in
common political principles, possession of state citizenship, representation by a common set of political institutions
and desire or consent to be part of the nation. With ethnic nationalism, [the emphasis is placed on] such features as
common ancestry, culture, language, religion, traditions, and ethnicity” (35).
27
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links between historical experiences and the relationships among social actors and institutions.
The notion of mentality, vague and lacking further specification but expressive enough to be
perceived as a satisfactory explanation, provides a framework for conceptualizing how the past
participated in the causal conditioning of the present both through individual cognitive
dispositions (manifested in terms of intergenerational perceptions) and the institutional context
itself. An important view that is ignored throughout the intergenerational comparisons is that
“actors are always located simultaneously in a variety of temporal-relational contexts”
(Emirbayer and Mische 1998, 1008). The older cohorts are perceived as fixed in a particular
context and as unable to recompose the past patterns of thinking into new imaginative forms.
Can’t Fight the System Model

Prototypical Individuals and Their Relations with Other Individuals

The Interpersonal Relations category as a whole was expressed via three themes:
Statements About Positive Relationships, Statements About Negative Relationships, and What
Unites People. As shown in the earlier co-occurrence patterns, the Can’t fight the system model
systematically selects for the Interpersonal Negative theme.28 In total, references to negative
relationships between people in society appeared 56 times across 32 interviews. The reoccurring
lexical items within these text segments include:


Nouns: people (Plur. only) (53); Ukraine (18); the lack of trust/nedovira (22);
aggression (12); country (9); politician (8); attitude (7); Maidan (6); war (5);

28

Negative evaluation appeared mostly outside of the direct question about relationships in society, specifically in
response to questions like “Who can mobilize people in your community if there is a problem?” “Do you feel that
life in your town is changing? In what ways?” and “How do you feel things are going in the country?”
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indifference (6); historical (5); mentality (5); consciousness (5); a cause (5); conflict
(4); corruption (4).


Verbs: to trust (6); to go/move (5); to have an attitude towards someone/something —
stavytysia (5); to influence (5).



Adjectives: divided (8); self-interested (6); disappointed (5); patriotic (5); reserved
(3).

Once words that occurred at lower frequencies were examined for similarity, there were 21
individual instances of words that share the meaning of being divided, lacking abstract
connection/structural integrity by alluding to different object properties (e.g., via nouns like
disjunction and detachment; via adjectives like shattered, scattered, broken and split). These
metaphorical realizations of negative relationships are generated by an implicit image-schema of
society as a container (although the specific mapping may vary) that has structural integrity,
which is mapped onto stability of society and cohesion of social actors. Via the aforementioned
lexical choices, the social cohesion is negated in the current description of societal relationships.
A close look at the key words in context helped establish the central themes29 people used
to describe negative interpersonal relationships: the lack of trust, individual concern with selfadvancement, and regional divisions (i.e., between the West and the East). After examining the
subject-attribute pairs where the word “people” appeared and the causal links in the
interviewees’ statements, I arrived at the following relationships between keywords that
elucidate perceived negative relationships and their sources:

29

Prominent themes within the text segments coded with Interpersonal Negative
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People are: divided; not ready to cooperate; suspicious; apathetic; disillusioned;
aggressive; in conflict; greedy; envious; indifferent to each other; not ready for a
dialogue.



People do: separate themselves; build fences between neighbors; have different
opinions; want to let their anger out; take advantage of each other; have many
disagreements; have different visions about the country’s future.



People do not: trust their neighbors; trust politicians; seek communication with
others; respect each other.



Because they: lost hope; lack trust; are disillusioned with politics; were taken
advantage of after Maidan; (some) are not patriotic; are affected by instability; are in
financial scrutiny; are uncertain about their future.



Due to: historical events; the war; mentality; self-interest; corruption; attitudes in the
East and in the West; problems in the country.

The sources of negative relationships were frequently embedded within historical
experiences. Consider how these relationships are manifested in these interview excerpts:
CHV_70_M: People are different. There are some who try to be just and honest. The
majority, however, cheat and take advantage of you to pursue their own interests. I was
raised with different values, and I don’t know how to manipulate the system around and
take advantage of people, so they take advantage of me.
LB_24_F: I think that we as a nation are not ready to walk towards each other, to help
each other, I mean. [Why is it so?] I am not sure. Probably, it is some kind of a <Q
survival instinct Q> shaped by difficult historical periods. I certainly think it came to be
this way historically.
A “prototypical person” is seen, in Lakoff and Chilton’s (1996) terms, as “an isolated
individual pitted against all others” (40). A “prototypical society,” therefore, in the Can’t fight
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the system model is an assembly of atomistic individuals who do not trust each other due to
historical experiences.

Prototypical Institutions

Negative sentiments toward the government are predominant in the interview texts in
general, but the prototypical image of the government/political leadership varies, as suggested by
the Government Negative combination with other codes. The segments coded with Government
Negative30 and Institutional Inefficiency31 appear in responses to questions about a) the successes
and failures during the 25 years of country’s independence, b) the current state of affairs in the
country and c) the influence of Maidan on life in Ukraine. Using a technique similar to
D’Andrade’s (2005) gist analysis, I converted the segments into a list of 60 gist statements. The
tag cloud in Figure 4.3 reflects thematic words and collocations—the surface textual structures—
that were dominant in the gist statements (Schäffner 1999, 78).

Figure 4.3: Tag cloud for the category Government and Politics.

30
31

Government Negative appears in 57 text segments in 22 out of 32 interviews
Institutional Inefficiency appears in 40 text segments in 19 interviews
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After grouping the gist statements based on similarities, I arrived at seven underlying
propositions (labeled with P) that can be further reduced to two macropropositons—MP1:
Government and political institutions are not accountable and MP2: A positive change in the
country requires an institutional change—variously instantiated in the texts. In the context of the
Can’t fight the system model, these macropropositions were realized as P1: Politicians care only
about their own interests and P2: The corrupted schemes will remain in place despite the change
of faces.
These assumptions are parts of a populist model in Strauss’ (1997) terms, which focus
“on the way an average person is disadvantaged in relation to powerful persons and institutions”
(222). When talking about the government and the citizenry, interviewees commonly took a
perspective of “an average small person,” using a metaphor of verticality, signaled by keywords
like those at the top, those at the bottom, those above, the parallel plains, emphasizing the
detachment between the groups.
TS_55_M: There is too big of a contrast between the people and the government.
Everyone works on their own altitude.
The discourse that accompanies this populist model is rooted in a sense of resentment
toward wealth and status discrepancy between the political elites and the general population,
manifested in lexical items like thieves, liars, and robbing people applied to government officials
and the State. The asymmetry of wealth and status is viewed as a result of a dishonest effort—
“an ability of some to work around the system” (VSH_55_M)—which leads to their
advancement at the expense of other groups. In the context of the interviews, this model occurred
along with references to the historical past, specifically to the transition period of the 1990s.
IZH_55_F: The country’s economic potential was scavenged by the party members once
the Union collapsed. They tore it into pieces and shoved it all into their pockets. At its
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very foundation, our independent governance is still the same party members. They
looted the economy, sold it all, took our money…and now there’s nothing left.
In the time of uncertainty that followed the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the former party
members rapidly privatized the former state-owned enterprises, generating a financial abyss
between themselves—the new political elites—and the general population for years to come. The
financial hardship was a predominant theme, which is congruent with the prominence of the
Financial Well-Being: Negative in the thematic cluster in Figure 4.2.
Some of the references to the Soviet past, on the contrary, appeared in a positive or a
semi-positive light:
LC_63_F: Of course, life has become economically worse. In the Soviet time it was of
course bad but at least we thought that we lived well…but now it is just economically
difficult in the country and this is a major failure of the state. The middle class is nonexistent; we have either the top or the bottom. In Soviet Union 80 percent of people were
middle class. Those at the very bottom well…maybe people who just didn’t want to work
or were alcohol abusers. And the top, that elite who had the access to the plate, to all the
benefits, well…they were maybe another 20 percent. The rest of us were all middle and
had everything approximately at the same level. People were not as envious of each other
and didn’t see that one has a mansion and another lives in a communal apartment. In the
material terms it was maybe more... just or...maybe we just didn’t think about it because
we didn’t see how those on the top lived. But even then I don’t think their life differed as
much.
The lack of political accountability in this model is linked to metaphorical detachment, where
citizenry and the political elites exist in two different planes and the former does not have much
influence on the latter. This also entails an assumption that the institutional change is not likely
to occur. The institutional structure, glossed simply as “the system,” is perceived as something
static with individuals merely moving through it, but not influencing the structure itself. The
temporal dimension of this model is cyclical, and the political elites are thought to always take
advantage of people.
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VSH_55_M: Everyone sees that the government is not doing what they are supposed to.
They don’t even think of doing anything to make people’s life better, they want to cheat
and manipulate things to their advantage. The government is not supposed to be this way
and that is why people are opposed to it. They feel that things are not going right but
don’t know how to change [them]. I don’t know…I personally think that whoever gets to
the positions of power will only think about themselves...90 percent about themselves and
maybe 10 percent about people so that they continue to elect them. If they thought about
themselves and about their country 50:50, then things would’ve been okay. But they
always care solely about their own financial advancement.
VP_39_M: Our government is like a jar of pickles. A person with different views and
new ideas cannot stay fresh once he/she gets in. Being exposed to that environment of
corruption just changes people and it is hard to find a solution to this problem. We would
need to fully replace the jar.
The atemporal nature of the “corrupted system” was also discursively constructed via the
metaphor of addiction that is “bound to develop once a person gets the taste of power”
(DP_32_M).

Locus of Control
The discursive theme described as “Politicians care only about their personal interests”
tends to overlap with that about “individual powerlessness,” coded with An Individual Against
the System in the context of social and political change. Disempowerment is expressed in
different degrees of intensity. Consider the stronger first-person viewpoint expressed by CHV
and the more general, less emotive, statement by IK.
CHV_70_M: My opinion does not influence anything at all. It is worth nothing. It is
laughed at. We are treated as nothing.
IK_39_F: The system that we have…well, on the surface, they give us an opportunity to
vote, to choose, and to participate, but really it is a façade. The corruption in the system is
so deep that we are only pretending to be a democracy. An average citizen has no
capacity to influence anything.
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Both excerpts view “the locus of control” (the control over the outcomes that influence an
individual) as primarily external, meaning individual capacity of transformative leverage in
relationship to their environment is seen as minimal. The external locus of control is also present
in the context of personal success, coded with the Individual Against the System code.
VL_45_M: Often you see that there is a person who knows more and tries to do
something better, but [others/unspecified] prevent him/her from doing so. You have your
own place and you cannot jump above your head, regardless of your knowledge and
ability. There is a saying “I am in charge, and you are a fool”. It is still in place in
Ukraine 70 per cent of the time.
The external locus of control is also manifested in the implicit reliance on a leader. This idea was
expressed by CHV most radically compared to other interviewees:
CHV_70_M: Corruption in Ukraine persists because those at the top do whatever they
want. I personally regret that there is no dictatorship any longer. If there was dictatorship
the country would’ve been in order. Right now it’s a mess.
While criticizing the lack of accountability of those who have political power, CHV suggests that
there should be a superordinate power figure to keep the officials accountable, emphasizing the
external locus of control. In a milder phrasing, MI, another participant from the older cohort, also
emphasizes the need for greater control, although the source of “the sense of the limit” she
mentions is ambiguous.
MI_F_66: When I moved to this city (Chervonohrad), it was very beautiful and clean.
There were roses everywhere of all the different shades and nobody would steal them or
break them. Now people are much more... indifferent. Probably there just should be more
control. People are supposed to have some kind of a fear. I don’t mean the fear of a
physical punishment but rather a sense of the line [the limit, the boundary]. They say we
shouldn’t be nostalgic about the socialism, and without a doubt we shouldn’t. Yet we
have so much more to build and build.
The reliance on a leader and centralized decision-making is seen both as an infringement
upon an individual’s freedom and choice, but also as a source of stability and comfort that stems
from attributing responsibility to factors external to an individual’s control. The interviewees
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reconciled these two contradictory ideas in different ways. Using Strauss’ (2012) terminology,
some recognized their ambivalence, some compartmentalized32 them and some voiced
contradictory ideas in different contexts without making any attempts to reconcile them.
TP_29_F: Corruption starts with small—it is the bribes that exist in all the institutions.
We ourselves let the corruption live by continuing to give bribes… It is the responsibility
of the political governance to make people stop giving and taking bribes. In some
countries, for instance in Belarus, yes Lukashenko [the president of Belarus] is way too
hypercontrolling, but people don’t even think about giving or taking bribes. Yes, living in
such an authoritarian system is not so good, but they don’t have corruption…When there
is strong political leadership people have different understanding and don’t even think
about bribes.
TP goes back and forth between the ideas that corruption is perpetuated by the citizens and that it
is a responsibility of the government to eliminate it. The same is true when TP talks about
individual mobility and striving:
TP_29_F: Our parents’ life in the Soviet Union was not as bright and it was very
restricted, our life is so much more colorful and we have so much more choice. Our
parents’ life though was much more stable. They had their path pre-defined: school,
college, getting a job placement, and then you do your best to keep this job for your
whole life. This was the source of stability and security. The youth now...um...we don’t
have our path outlined for us. We get our degrees, but we cannot apply ourselves. We
constantly find ourselves at the crossroads and end up doing not what we want to do but
whatever is available at the moment because there is no stability whatsoever.
These dual sentiments towards political leadership suggest a prototypical image of state
leader/government as a strict father who evokes both negative sentiments due to him infringing
upon an individual freedom and at the same time a sense of reliance (Lakoff 2014). The
communication between the political leadership and the public is viewed as largely
unidirectional. The institutional change is viewed as unlikely in this model due a limited capacity
of social actors to change the historically-instituted state of affairs.

32

The concept of compartmentalization is explored in more detail in Generational Distribution.
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Impediments for Social and Individual Well-Being

Metaphorical Instantiation of the Model: An Hourglass

During my data analysis, I concluded that, although the impediments for social and
individual mobility can be described in terms of coding themes, much information about an
interaction of individual or collective social actors with their environment is contained in
metaphorical imagery. The Can’t fight the system model in particular frequently induced an
hourglass metaphor to talk about the perceived structural constraints in which agentive
orientations take place.
On the surface textual level, financial insecurity is seen as the main impediment for both
social and individual well-being in the code cluster that constituted the Can’t fight the system
model. The wealth and status discrepancy attributed to the inadequacy of the political
governance and historical experiences was already discussed in relation to the prototypical image
of the political leadership. Metaphorically, the individual relation to wealth and power is
structured in terms of the verticality image-schema realized in the conceptual metaphor—
POWER/CONTROL IS UP33 and IMPORTANCE/STATUS IS UP.34
The POWER/CONTROL IS UP metaphor for structuring social hierarchy and wealth
relationships is reported for a number of cultural communities.35 In addition to conventionalized

33

I follow the established convention of capitalizing to indicate metaphors.
In additional to the lexical cues signaling verticality, interviewees commonly incorporated gestures to indicate the
metaphor POWER/CONTROL IS UP. These instances were recorded in the interview notes.
35
Goatly (2007) writes extensively on the use of HEIGHT metaphor as a tool of political ideology and conventional
means of conceptualizing power relations. The examples like POWER/CONTROL IS ABOVE (high-powered,
superior, top position), IMPORTANCE/STATUS IS HIGH (upper class, high up) and ACHIEVEMENT/SUCCES
IS HIGH (top dog, top company) are all extensions of the orientational metaphor MORE IS UP described by Lakoff
and Johnson in Metaphors We Live By (1980).
34
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expressions, however, interviewees use deliberate forms of this metaphor for specific discursive
purposes. Consider an example.
AS_M_50: People and government exist within two separate planes that never interact
with each other unless there is some kind of a social explosion. Then, those from the
upper layer are forced to face those from the lower.
The speaker elaborates the metaphorical imagery to convey an idea not merely that there
is a discrepancy in terms of power and status but also that communication between the political
elites and the public is lacking, and that the main means for the two to come into contact is
through the civic protests framed as “social explosions.” In the following example, the linguistic
expression of the metaphor remains fairly conventional, but the interviewee adds additional
detail by evoking the imagery of an abyss to amplify the detachment
VS_21_M: You see how those who are above live—politicians and businessman, and
then you see how people live. There is an insurmountable abyss between.
Both examples emphasize the division of society into two halves. In the discussion of the
modern state-civic society relationship, Cleary (2015) puts forward an argument that Ukraine
inherited a Soviet model of an “hourglass” society:
At the top were the political elites who had their own networks of cooperation upon
which they relied to further their political aims. At the bottom were the social networks of
the average citizen which were based on family and friends. The two halves did not mix.
Those in the lower half tended to be suspicious of government authority as well as of
groups with which they were not familiar, which meant that an important function of civil
society, the aggregation and mediation of interests, did not occur. This characteristic
seems to have prevailed in the post-Soviet era. (15)
Cleary’s argument highlights the experiential basis for the metaphor, which is not merely an
instantiation of a MORE IS UP image schema documented in structuring wealth and status
relationships in more than one cultural context. A sharply divided structure (for which I retain
Cleary’s term, an hourglass) has conceptual ramifications for the way people conceive of their
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agentive relationships to the structural constraints. Consider the excerpts from the interviews
with IK and MI, which echo those previously cited from the interview with CHV.”36
IK_39_F: After the collapse of the Soviet Union, those who were tougher were able to
adjust, and those who were weaker could not. There was this period in the 90s and the
early 2000s when people who invested in science, who worked honestly their whole
life….Well, they turned out to be completely unnecessary and out of place. Instead, those
[people] survived, flourished, and got to the top, who knew how to steal and how to
manipulate things to their advantage. People who worked honestly stayed at the bottom.
MI_65_F: That time in the 90s was very difficult for everyone in the country. I remember
the times when I didn’t know what to feed my children with. I didn’t know whether they
will be able to pursue education, either. Many years passed but I still have nothing in
terms of material success. I see that other people like me, those teachers, doctors, all of
them...those people have nothing, too. You don’t have an opportunity to attain something
if you choose to work honestly.
Central to this relationship is negation of the opportunities of upward mobility for those who
“work hard and honestly.” The link between the hard work and upward mobility is not merely
negated but “working hard/working honestly” is placed in opposition to “being
successful/moving up.”
Metaphors are indicative of how the so-called projective component of agency, defined
by Emirbayer and Mische (1998) as “a dimension of agency…[that] encompasses the
imaginative generation by actors of possible future trajectories of action” (971), is preferentially
realized in each cultural model of society. The taken-for-granted assumptions of the Can’t fight
the system model select for the hourglass metaphor as their default realization, emphasizing the
structural environment and its perceived constraint over individual agency. These assumptions,
however, and their metaphorical instantiations may be “creatively reconfigured” and synthetized
with other models in response to the emergent contexts.

This finding is contrasting with the ladder-like model of society described by D’Andrade (2005). Individual hard
work and striving was taken for granted as a necessary, although not always sufficient, component of success and
upward mobility in the American cultural model of society.
36
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Summary of the Can’t Fight the System
The so-called Can’t fight the system model recognizes individual’s agency but
emphasizes institutional constraint. The prototypical society is viewed as an assembly of
atomistic individuals who do not trust each other due to historical experiences, typically the
transition period of the 1990s. A prototypical person is seen as suspicious, disillusioned and
angry. Political leadership is conceptualized as a strict father who constrains one’s freedom but
also provides a sense of security and reliance by taking responsibility away from an individual.
The locus of control in terms of both social change and individual advancement is placed
predominantly outside of the individual due to the focus on the negative past-oriented contexts
that inhibit one’s agentive orientations in the present and in the future. Preference for stability
entails a fear of innovation. The historical legacy is thought to have influenced an “empirically
existing” structure of society, the relationships between its elements, and its present condition.
The concept of mentality as a mediating instrument does not appear in this model.

Common Goals First Model

Prototypical Individuals and Their Relations with Other Individuals
At the core of the Common goals first model is the Society as a Unitary Agent code.37
Unlike the Can’t fight the system model, Common goals first emphasizes positive interpersonal
relationships within society as well as factors that foster communication and cooperation, which
is reflected in the prominence of the corresponding themes in the code cluster, e.g., Interpersonal
Positive, What Unites People.
37

Thirty-seven instances of the Society as a Unitary Agent appeared in 20 out of 32 interviews, elicited
primarily by the question “Do you feel being a part of the decisions that take place in your community?”
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Interviewees were more likely to use positive descriptors coded with Interpersonal
Positive in response to the direct question “How would you describe relationships between
people in your community? Is this true for Ukraine in general?” Outside of general adjectives
that mean good—often used with a qualifier like rather good, good at first glance and quite
normal—people used more specific attributes that can be classified into two groups: being
friendly and welcoming (described mainly in adjectives, e.g., synonymous terms klibosol’ni,
pryvitni, shchyri that mean being welcoming, being friendly, being sincere with others), and
being sympathetic and helpful to each other (described in terms of actions). These attributes,
along with an emphasis on being hard-working and valuing freedom, were commonly attributed
to the “inherently Ukrainian” mentality.
Segments coded with What Unites People addressed the topic of societal relations in
terms of things/events that bring society together, but unlike the Interpersonal Positive, they
were not explicitly evaluative. The following keywords are derived from these text segments:


Nouns: Person/people (34); Maidan (16); Ukraine/ian (12); boiling point (merged
with critical moment; final point; the last drop; etc) (9); government (9);
misfortune/affliction (8); revolution (8); people/nation (7); values (7); NGO (6);
desire (6); problem (4); dignity (4); war (4); ATO (3).



Verbs: to unite (37); to begin (10); to change (8); to express (5); to protect (5).



Adjectives: big (6); common(5); global (3); unified (3).

Their examination in context suggests that emotionally laden, and typically negative, events
serve as the main binding forces. The keywords are related in the texts in the following ways.
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People are united [by what]: by being Ukrainian; by a desire of change; by Maidan;
by memory of people who died during Maidan; by common problems; by common
misfortunes; by the war; by a revolution.



People unite [when]: if their patience reaches a boiling point; in critical moments; if
there is a global problem.



[Why]: to protect common values; against the government; to stand up for themselves
and others; to express their vision/desires.

Statements coded with What Unites People emphasize the structural integrity of society
as a single entity or collective actor. This collective unity is accompanied by the focus on
Conflict and War (discussed in the section on Temporal-Relational Contexts of the Model of
Society) and framed in terms of Patriotic setiments.38 This is suggested by the code proximity
and co-occurrence—but also by the list of keywords calculated for the core code of the model—
of the Society as a Unitary Agent.


Nouns: people; Plur. (72); war (65); country (24); the East [of Ukraine] (19); life
(18); Ukraine (17); state (16); corruption (15); independence (14); problem (13);
internally-displaced [as a noun] (11); authorities (11); situation (11); Russia (10);
Maidan (9); system (8); values (8); misfortune/affliction (6).



Verbs: ro rise (18); to build (14); to put effort into/invest (14); to move toward (14);
to fight (13); to unite (13); to begin (12); to feel (11); to quarrel (8); to block (7).



38

Adjectives: indifferent (14); European (14); patriotic (12); united (10).

The sub-code labeled Patriotic Sentiments was applied to the text segments in which people talked
about national symbols (e.g., anthem), national heroes, language, Ukrainian heritage (e.g., words like
het’man and kozak, referring to Cossacks), emphasized their identification as Ukrainians or the
importance of the national sentiments, often coupled with hortatory intonational contour.
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These relationships between the keywords are illustrated in the following interview excerpts:
GL_65_F: Maidan brought people together and it continues to have an influence on
society today because there are many patriotic people. Those who are oriented towards
Russia and Russians themselves don’t understand them. They don’t understand the
national idea. People participated in Maidan in a sincere and self-devoted way because
they truly believed in what they were doing and they aspired for a better country. The
others who don’t understand it assume that they were paid for it, or that maybe America
instigated the protests. But that is not true, people united and made this patriotic step
because they thought it will help the country.
NL_40_F: We couldn’t have always been defeated and under another country’s control.
We have always been fighting for freedom and for our cultural identity. Our very national
anthem is about us being resilient and standing upright.
NG_28_F: Maidan was a turning point in our history that changed the way people look at
things and at themselves. We showed that we are Ukrainian, that we are united, that we
are ready to fight for our values and stand up for ourselves. The situation with the war in
the East only strengthened that view. We are ready to stand up and protect our flaming
borders.
The perceived boundariess of society are delientaed via the STATE-AS-CONTAINER
metaphor (Lakoff and Chilton, 1996), and the focus is placed on the external threats to its
integrity as well as the internal threats that are primarily transpersonal (e.g., “war,” “corruption,”
“global/common problem,” “Maidan.”) The use of the first person plural pronoun we, as well as
references to collectivities like “society,” “Ukrainians” and “people” as event participants,
reinforces the impressions of oneness and wholeness. A prototypical person is seen as a
“member of a collective with individual identity secondary” (Lakoff and Chilton 1996, 40). The
individual agentive orientations are interpreted as more relational—the transpersonal aspect of
self is foregrounded over the autonomous aspect. A prototypical society in the Common goals
first model appears as a unitary agent.
Negative interpersonal relationships are present to a much lesser degree. The main
divisive factor is linked to the West-East division or more generally to the pro- and anti-Russian
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sentiments (e.g., the excerpt by GL given above). Political attitudes and regional differences in
geopolitical affiliations are established in the texts as society’s main source of prejudice and
conflict. At the discourse level, the prejudice is signaled via semantic cues “us and our good
attributes/actions” (e.g., progressive, more informed, Europe-oriented, valuing freedom strongly)
versus “them and their negative attributes/actions” (e.g., brain-washed, susceptible to
propaganda, having paternalistic attitudes, pulling the country back to Russia). It is also signaled
by specific intonational contours (e.g., the use of quasi-reported speech to criticize/ridicule
someone’s beliefs or opinions) and what van Dijk (1999) calls apparent denials.
GL_66_F: I have nothing against the people who fled the East of Ukraine but they
contributed to the situation that unfolded and now we are the ones who have to fix it.
The issue of the internal displacement of the population from Eastern Ukraine is also
mentioned in this context. The lexical choice to refer to refugees from the conflict zone is vocal
of their attitudes, which range from sympathizing with “victims of conflict” and neutral
sympathizing with “internally-displaced” “people who were forced to move out” to mildly
negative “those [omitting the noun] from Donetsk” and negative “former separatists” or
“Danetskie,” people from Donetsk region pronounced in purposefully caricatured Russian in the
midst of Ukrainian speech.
Negative attributes show that even societal divisions are presented less as divisions
between individual persons, as it is in the Achieve anything you want model, and more as
between collectivities or groups.
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Prototypical Political Institutions

Similar to the previosly discussed model, political institutions, government and state
leaders are subjects of negative sentiments, but in the Common goals first model, the
Institutional Inefficiency code appears in the texts more often than the Government Negative. The
Institutional Inefficiency category, reduced to 26 gist statements, typically expresses participants’
disappointment with the presumably democratic system that retained many aspects of the
previous regime. While some statements address the institutions themselves as structural entities,
many respondents refer to the human resource constituting those institutions.
Through the notion of mentality and perceived cognitive dispositions, applied to political
leadership and institutional apparatus but not to the population, respondents explain the
recursivity and relative durability of the inefficient social structures. Rhetorical stamps that
appeared within those statements are attributes like “rotten inside,” “molded by the old
schemes,” “addicted to corruption” and “unable to adopt a new worldview.” The latter instances
were often paired with the Historical Experiences: Soviet code.
VP_39_M: A person who is accustomed to using those...umm...shady means that were
popular during the times when everything was infected with corruption…he has a
difficult time in the new system...The only way to change it is to do what Saakashvili [the
former president of the Republic of Georgia] did—he kicked out of offices people who
were rotten inside from the contact with corruption schemes and opened the doors to
young people.
The macroproposition “Government and political institutions are not accountable” found
across models was expressed via a model-specific proposition “Ukraine lacks ‘patriotic’/
‘conscious’ leadership.” The macroproposition “A positive change in the country requires an
institutional change” was expressed via a model-specific propositions “An institutional change
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requires full replacement of people” and “An institutional change requires a change of
worldview/mentality.”39
Discourses about the political institutions were framed in terms of the national sentiments,
with the notion of patriotism in the center. The lack of political accountability was also
conceived of in terms of “lacking patriotism,” the latter being understood as “placing the
interests of society above one’s own,” e.g., not stated explicitly but implied in the excerpts from
interviews with VSH and IZH below.
VSH_55_M: People in the government they only think about themselves. Those who
made it there…well...there are very few people who think about the country, very few
patriots. On the contrary, those other make their way to the government with the sole
purpose of financial self-advancement.
IZH_55_F: We don’t have a government that would be truly Ukrainian and patriotic.
Everyone cares only about their pockets, not a bit about the people.
NL_40_F: I think that our main failure throughout the period of independence is our
politicians and our leaders. Once we got out of the Soviet time we did not see an
opportunity to find people with right ideas right away. Instead, we were forced to elect
and accept those who were forced on us by the time. This is why we have not had any
major achievements during the last 25 years in my opinion.
Notice that accountability for electing “wrong leaders” is either avoided (e.g., VSH, who uses the
phrasing “those who make their way to the government”) or justified (e.g., NL’s wording “we
were forced to elect and accept…by the time”). In similar contexts, other interviewees added that
Ukraine needs a leader who is a true Ukrainian or that people need to wake up and realize their
“ukrainiannness” (ukrainskist’ used as a noun), alluding to the “natural” versus “acquired”
mentality distinction.
The Common goals first model views a prototypical state leader/government as an
adversary that society stands in opposition to and posits that the full replacement of people who
39

The latter was shared with Achieve anything you want model, but in Common goals first, adverse
mental propensities were attributed primarily to the people who constitute political institutions.
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form the institutional apparatus is needed for a qualitative change to happen in the country. The
negative image of the state leader/government is explained in terms of the “historically acquired”
negative mentality attributed to the political leadership. These are perceived as the major
impediments for the social and individual well-being. The institutional change is viewed as
difficult due to the iterative nature of the existing problems produced by the “historically shaped
way of behavior and thinking,” attributed primarily to the political elites.
VSH: In the 80s, that’s when people got used to stealing. The salaries were low, the
deficits started, and taking something from work was seen as a natural compensation. We
as a country, and especially our politicians, still have that way of thinking. They
[politicians] take advantage of their position and steal. And now, corruption has truly
come to fruition.
The change, however, is seen as possible in the distant future. This idea is often framed as a
desire to see a “new generation of political actors.”
LC: If the young, active, and sober-minded people replaced those who are currently in
our governance, then maybe we would find a remedy to our problems.

Locus of Control

The Conflict and War code was of central importance in the Common goals first model,
as reflected in its systematic relationship to the Society as a Corporate Actor code

40

(Figure

4.2). The agentive orientation in this model shifts to the collective and the war in the East of
Ukraine provides a collectively organized context for present action. While the segments coded
with Conflict and War capture the context in which the collective agentive orientation is
manifested in the present, its roots are linked to the socially shared experiences of collective

40

37 instances in text in 20 out of 32 documents. These segments were elicited by the question “Do you feel being a
part of the decisions that take place in your community?”
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action in the past, e.g., the Revolution for Independence, the Orange Revolution, the nationalist
sentiments that accompanied them.
The possibility of collective action is conducive to but also reinforced by social
movements. Implicitly, however, collective action is not equated with an internal locus of
control. On the contrary, the ultimate goal of collective action is thought of as bringing a good
leader into a position of power who will then act as a locus of transformative leverage in society.
Consider these statements about the lack of proper leadership again.
GC_45_F: We don’t see a leader we could choose who would put Ukraine on a path of
economic development, who would make our lives better…Ukrainians are disillusioned
because with all the people who have been in the government...umm…it has always been
the same people reshuffling. There hasn’t been a leader we would feel confident about. A
leader who would lead Ukraine to prosperity, who would turn it into a flourishing
country.
GL_65_F: The worst thing about our current situation is that we don’t have a person who
would guide the country in a right direction. Whoever we choose, they seem incompetent.
They are not able to accomplish the task and grow Ukraine into a flower.
MT_27_M: We need a Europe-oriented politician who would raise the country.
This also explains the disappointment with the Revolution of Dignity for its renewed inability in
bringing the right leaders voiced by many of the respondents.

Impediments for Social and Individual Well-Being

Metaphorical Instantiation of the Model: A Path

The common action of society is reflected in a frequent use of a PATH and a FORCE
image schemata and their conjunction to represent the forces external to society that influence
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social and individual well-being as well as shape the process of social change. The PATH

41

metaphor is most frequently used in the context of international actors, reflected by its cooccurrence with International Relations: Europe (14) and International Relations: Russia (10).


Source domain: movement and direction; movement along the path;



Target domain: change; democratic transformation;



Conceptual mapping: Ukraine/Ukrainian people are travelers; Europe is a destination;
genuine democracy is a destination; institutional inefficiency, war, corruption, Soviet
legacy, mentality, economic difficulties are obstacles/impediments to movement.

The PATH as a conceptual metaphor is instantiated in the interviews as DEMOCRATIC
TRANSFORMATION IS A PATH. Discursively, the destination of this journey is Europe or
"the West" more generally. Ukrainian society as a collective actor is a metaphorical traveler.
Changes perceived as positive are conceptualized as movement forward, or movement closer to a
destination, i.e., Europe. It can be signaled with words or phrases like a step forward,
approaching, move (closer) toward, etc.
OR_28_M: We are moving forward taking the West as an example.
TS_63_F: We are reaching towards the West.
VP_39_M: I was inspired seeing Poland chop off its post-Soviet roots and start moving
toward the Old Europe, toward better economy, toward democracy. I had a dream that
my country will start a similar movement and change…This “bright future building”
[intonation] we’ve been engaged in for 73 years [refers to Ukraine being a part of the
USSR]...now we understand that we were in reality moving backwards. I am very happy
to see that Ukraine, and Lviv especially, are finally moving in the right direction.
NL: The population of Lviv has always been pro-European. People here have always
been looking towards Europe, not towards our Eastern neighbor [instead of the PATH
metaphor, s/he draws on an orientational metaphor].
41

PATH is a part of the Event Structure Metaphor, constructed in terms of spatial relations. States of being are
conceptualized as locations, changes as movements, actors as travelers, action as self-propelled motion, means of
change as paths over which motion occurs, purposes as destinations and difficulties as impediments for movement.
A detailed account can be found in Lakoff and Chilton (1996) and Kövecses (2010).
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These linguistic metaphors activate the conceptual metaphors POSITIVE CHANGE IS
FORWARD MOTION, A DESIRED STATE IS A LOCATION/DESTINATION OF MOVEMENT,
SIMILARITY IS SPATIAL PROXIMITY and POSITIVE CHANGE IS ELIMINATING THE
IMPEDIMENTS FOR MOVEMENT. The lack of progress and the lack of positive change, on the

contrary, are conceptualized as the lack of movement or constrained movement. The discursive
dichotomization between Europe and Russia as points between which a metaphorical travelling
occurs is reflected in the collocations in which the words appear in text (see Figure 4.4). The font
size reflects frequency of occurrence of a collocation in the interview text.

Figure 4.4: Tag cloud for the international relations category.

These collocations reflect differential sentiments towards international actors, strongly
negative towards Russia and positive towards Europe. Collocations like “We move towards
Europe” and “We are different than Europe” reflect the metaphorical process of travellingtransformation.
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Europe is conceptualized in two ways, the first of which is as a geopolitical entity (the
EU), which entails that a path is mapped onto Ukraine’s political trajectory. Events like Maidan,
the Association Agreement with the EU and a long-awaited visa-free agreement are seen as steps
or means of movement, e.g., NL: “A visa-free agreement is our major achievement, which
indicates that we are finally on the straight road to the EU.” It is the place/destination toward
which Ukrainian society is moving42. The other, more prominent, conceptualization of Europe
constructs it more abstractly as an ideological entity, an abstract container for idealized norms,
values, rights and freedoms.
NL_39_F: We as a country are [located] between the two worlds. Europe is the world
that strives for progress and human rights. Russia is a country oriented towards
totalitarianism. It is a country that wants to have one ruler who makes decisions for
everyone.
VP_39_M: I am happy to see that by a millimeter at a time we are moving away from the
Soviet system and by a centimeter toward Europe.
By alternating the measuring units (millimeter and centimeter), VP also uses the conceptual
metaphor THE EFFICACY OF CHANGE IS THE SPEED OF MOTION/DISTANCE TRAVELLED.
The movement towards Europe is seen as gaining in speed while the movement from the Soviet
legacy is slow and gradual but ongoing. Unlike the excerpt from NL’s interview, the path that
VP refers to does not necessarily imply the actual political aspirations about the EU but puts the
focus on democratic transformation in the country. The Soviet past but also the "old mentality"
and the "historical legacy" more broadly are the metaphorical location that Ukrainian society is
moving away from.
LK_23_M: Independence is a gradual liberation from the colonial past, from those ties
that hold us back...not only [from the] national, political, and cultural [ties], but from the
whole burden of the past [which includes] corruption, issues with the quality of life, the
42

The PATH metaphor appears in a similar context throughout political discourse. For the use of the PATH
metaphor in the political discourse on Ukraine’s geopolitical orientations see Goryacheva (2016).
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overall stagnation. I think we will gradually overcome it. The main task now is to get rid
of the psychological dependence that keep us from moving forward…We are,
unfortunately, moving slower than our Western neighbors, other countries of Eastern
Europe.
Factors that inhibit country’s positive transformation (e.g., historical legacy in the
institutional apparatus and mindset, former political allegiances, social problems like corruption)
frequently appear in the interviews as metaphorical IMPEDIMENTS TO MOVEMENT that can
be differently conceptualized as burdens and barriers or personified as people who prevent
Ukraine’s movement, e.g., “Russia doesn’t want to loosen its grip of Ukraine” (VSH_55_M).
OR_28_M: Corruption is the reason why the medical reform is not moving, it is the
reason why the educational reform is not moving, it holds the business back.
DP_32_M: Our institutional apparatus and its corruption don’t let you as a person move
forward and move the country with you.
Whereas social problems are conceptualized as impediments to society’s movement towards the
desired goal, Maidan (The Revolution of Dignity) is seen as AN IMPETUS FOR MOVEMENT.
Maidan and the war in Eastern Ukraine are thought to indicate a definitive choice to move away
from Russia in terms of the political crossroads. Maidan in general combines the PATH imageschema and the FORCE image-schema in the metaphorical expressions like “Maidan set society
in motion,” “Maidan pushed the country to rise up” and “Maidan shook society.” The PATH
combined with FORCE also produce an image schema of moving upward, e.g., “During Maidan,
people rose up and united” (IZH_55_F).
The upward motion appears in the form of a transitive or intransitive verb: a)
society/people/country rising (intransitive), which does not specify who causes or facilitates the
motion, and b) people/political leader/other agents raising/lifting up (transitive) the country,
which emphasizes the active agent of change. The movement and force image-schemata also
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contribute to the metaphor of AWAKENING, prominent in the interviews, a metaphorical
movement from an unconscious and immobile state to conscious movement.
IK_39_F: You know, people in the USSR lived in the state of...sleepy stability I would
say. And then the stability was gone but we continued to be sleepy for decades. It took
Maidan and the deaths of people for us to wake up.
Societal conflict and prejudice are also conceptualized in spatial terms, using the
conceptual metaphor CONFLICT IS MOVING IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS.
DG_26_M: There is a Western part that is compelled by Europe and there is an Eastern
part that leans towards Russia. I guess you can understand both, those [in the East] want
to return to the Soviet Union because it was good and cheap. From our point of view,
however, we have always been orienting ourselves toward Europe. The Western part
almost fully.
Individual moblity and striving were also conceptualized in terms of a PATH metaphor
(e.g., the interviewees compared the individuals’ “pre-defined paths” during the Soviet time and
“open paths available at present.”) The conceptual metaphor that underlies these lexical choices
is INDIVIDUAL MOBILITY AND STRIVING IS A PATH.
GL_45_F: Youth nowadays have all the paths open for them. We instead lived in this
state of…umm...sleepy stability.
TP_29_F: Our parents’ life was much more stable. They had their path pre-defined:
school, college, getting a job placement, and then you do your best to keep this job for
your whole life… The youth now…um…we don’t have our path outlined for us...We
constantly find ourselves at the crossroads.
The PATH metaphor with Europe as a conceptual destination and Russia as a location
away from which Ukrainian society is thought to move are indicative of both a contemporary
political crossroads (coded descriptively with the International Relations) and the perceived
liberation from the historical past (coded with the Mentality and Worldview: An Emphasis on
Change) that constitute the context of action in the Common goals first model. The PATH in
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conjunction with FORCE image-schemata are used in framing the agentive orientation of society
as a collective actor.

Metaphorical Instantiation of the Model: A Building

The Common goals first model is also instantiated in the use of the conceptual metaphor
SOCIETY IS A BUILDING. The cluster of metaphors centered around the building imageschema appeared in 52 text segments across the interviews. The metaphor is called into play by
words semantically related to building, e.g., construction, collapse, building process, door,
window, roof, reconstruction. They participate in various metaphorical ramifications, congruent
with the key meaning foci that constitute the source domain of building (described in Chapter 2)
but also embedded in culturally specific understandings.
The building process linguistic metaphors, structured around the conceptual metaphor
DEVELOPMENT OR CHANGE IS THE PROCESS OF BUILDING were used by the interviewees in

two contexts: a) when they referred to the transition to a new political order—independent
Ukraine—after the collapse of the Soviet Union, and b) when they referred to the
democratization and European direction undertaken by the Ukrainian society after the recent
Revolution of Dignity.
Its application in the context of independence is rather conventional and the building
metaphor is embedded in the very notion of nation-building. It implies that the source domain
includes “builders” (e.g., excerpt by NZ), who are “mapped onto the active agents” in society
(Šarić 2015: 59). In the Ukrainian context it also highlights duration—the slow but ongoing
democratic change, and unfinished state—the desired stability and the desired democracy are yet
to be achieved (e.g., excerpt by MI).
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NZ_47_F: As students in the 90s we were building independent Ukraine. I keep telling
the current youth—work, improve, build upon what we had started.
MI_66_F: We are told that we should not be nostalgic about socialism and those times.
Indeed, we have nothing to be nostalgic about, but we have so much yet to build and
build.
The use of the building process metaphor in the context of the Revolution of Dignity puts
even stronger emphasis on the agents. Becoming active builders and architects is symbolic of
becoming active participants in a democracy (e.g., ZHS, LK).
ZHS_55_M: During Maidan people believed in themselves, they realized that they can
influence something, and that they can build their society the way they want to see it.
LK_23_M: Despite the negative events today there is a sense of uplifting. For the first
time in 25 years people realized what country they live in and that this country needs to
be built. People themselves have to build the country... at least a large portion of people
realized that. This gradual realization is an achievement.
The building process metaphor in general, as Kövecses (2010) argues, is mapped onto the
construction of a complex abstract system—a democratic society.
An image-schema of a building implies that it has a substructure, i.e. groundwork that is
not visible, as well as superstructure, elements that stand above the ground and are visible
(Chilton 1996). In the interview context, the substructure was mapped onto the historical legacy
and mentality.
Speaking of the USSR as a system (metaphorically a building) that collapsed is a
conventional reference to the historical event and is frequently found in the interviews. It is
reflected in the expressions like розпад СРСР – collapse of the USSR, коли Союз розвалився—
when the USSR fell apart, руїни Радянського Союзу—the ruins of the Soviet Union. These
metaphorical expressions provide a shortcut for conceptualizing complex events that would
require a lengthy literal elaboration. The acts of change metaphorized in terms of collapse are not
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associated with any agentive action—the actors who cause the structure to collapse are
backgrounded. Disintegration of the system instead is perceived as internal.
Metaphorically, after the former state collapsed, its foundation remained in place. The
underlying mapping can be described as HISTORICAL EXPERIENCES ARE FOUNDATION OF A
BUILDING. This metaphor is linked to the discussion in Section 3.2. Historical Legacy, Mentality

and Worldview. Via the ‘foundation’ metaphor in conjunction with the notion of mentality, the
perceived link between the past experiences and the present state of affairs is discursively
constituted.
OD _27_F: I think that our major failures are due to the fact that the foundation—those
people who have the capacity of decision-making—is just wrong, Soviet, and very
strange.
VP_39: The Soviet administrative system is deeply inbuilt into politics, school system,
and workplace, remaining at the very foundation.
IZH_55_F: The façade might have changed, but all of our independent government is the
former Party foundation (uses the collocation partijna osnova).
ZHS _55_M: In the 80s the society has already been ready for a change. People wanted to
build something new but even after independence they were not able to because the new
government was composed of all the previous Komsomol members instead of the
Ukrainian patriots.
The highlighted aspect here switched from the action/process captured in the
DEVELOPMENT OR CHANGE IS THE PROCESS OF BUILDING to the building’s properties.

Foundation, according to the meaning foci laid out by Kövecses, is associated with strength of
the complex system. It is also a structural element that may stay in place after subsequent
modification of the building’s structure. The faulty groundwork may influence the integrity of
the structure. The examples above show that the foundation metaphor was used in reference to
three types of historical legacy: a) the institutional apparatus as a structure (in the quote by VP),
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b) the party nomenclature who entered the new positions of leadership (in IZH and ZHS), and c)
people socialized in the Soviet system who constitute present political institutions (in OD).
This interpretation is supported by the contextual embeddedness of these metaphorical
expressions in the descriptive codes Institutional Inefficiency and Government Negative in
conjunction with the Historical Experiences: Soviet as well as the Mentality and Worldview
codes discussed in the previous section. Notice that mental dispositions framed via the metaphor
of the Soviet foundation were attributed to the institutionalized decision makers but not to the
population at large (the latter is achieved via a disease metaphor discussed in the following
section). This usage was characteristic of the Common goals first model in general.
In addition to the foundation mapping, the mapping of ‘framework’ may be used in the
same context—as a deeply inbuilt structure that holds the edifice together and provides its shape
IK: There are people who want to change something but there is the bearing frame from
the previous times that keeps the structure in place. It is difficult for those new people to
make any change.
All the above examples convey an idea that after the collapse of the Soviet Union,
Ukraine was renovated rather than reconstructed from scratch. The perceived mentality
dispositions gained via historical experiences are thought of as fixed and not malleable, as the
foundation metaphor implies. In the thematic analysis section, the same idea was expressed and
contextualized in the assertion that people in the positions of power would need to be replaced
fully for a change to take place.
The specific parts of building’s superstructure—walls, doors, windows, and roof—were
also mapped onto the abstract structure of society as a complex abstract system. Walls, windows,
and doors were used in conjunction with a previously described PATH metaphor as impediments
or aid for the metaphorical motion. These structural elements appeared when participants talked
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about geopolitical orientations of Ukraine as a country, but more often about mobility of the
population in general or by individual actors. Consider a quotation from NZ, commenting on the
problem of youth emigration by referring to the open doors (which activates UKRAINE IS A
BUILDING/ HOUSE metaphor):
NZ_47_F_MAR: The youth don’t value what they have at home. They are happy that the
doors are now open and can’t wait to escape abroad.
The same metaphor is used by MM in a similar discursive context:
MM_70_M_Mar: A big achievement, but also a big problem for Ukraine is that the doors
are now open (in orig. “were opened by someone” implying an active agent), mobilizing
the youth to leave in search of a better life elsewhere. But we really need them here,
otherwise we will end up being a country of the retired.
When closed, the doors serve as a physical impediment for movement and their
metaphorical opening has high expressive power. The type of opening that allows or prevents the
movement may also be selected for a particular discursive purpose. For example, VP_39_M said
that after the fall of the USSR “a window to the world was finally cut out for us”. The word
choice “window” implies that one could already see, but not yet move freely and the expression
cut out alludes to a metaphorical wall. The interviewee used the metaphor when talking about the
gradual process of transition that followed the collapse of the USSR, during which he says “the
consciousness started to shift” once people, especially those from Western Ukraine, gained an
opportunity to visit neighboring Poland and see the changes that were taking place there:
VP_39_M_MAR: I had a chance to visit Poland several times when the private business
was just in an embryo state. Poland was changing in front of my eyes. I saw it chop off its
post-Soviet roots and start progressing towards the Old Europe. It was a difficult
transition and they had to tighten their belts, but it worked. Once I saw that it was
working for better, I developed a dream that that kind of change would happen in my
country too…Once that window to the rest of the world has been cut out for us, the
consciousness started to shift…We realized that by the 73 years of the <Q bright future
building Q> (uses the Soviet cliché, switches an intonation and language to Russian) we
were in reality moving backwards.
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It can also be recognized that the window (that is “cut out” in a metaphorical wall) and the door
metaphor convey different ideas and reflect a different degree of individual mobility, both
physical and ideational. This is reflected in the current discursive use of the door metaphor. For
instance, Ukraine’s president Petro Poroshenko, used an actual act of opening a door installed for
this purpose on the border between Ukraine and Slovakia during the celebration of the visa-free
agreement between Ukraine and the EU as a symbolic fulfillment of his promise to bring the
country closer to Europe. This act also shows the conceptual blending between the ontological
metaphor CHANGE IS A PATH OVER WHICH MOTION OCCURS and a structural metaphor
SOCIETY IS A BUILDING.
The ‘roof’ sub-metaphor appeared only twice in the interview texts, symbolically
standing for the nation-state or the cohesion of society framed in terms of the national
sentiments.
VSH: People in the East [of Ukraine] may have certain views, here in the West we may
have totally different views, but we need to remind ourselves that we all live under one
roof.
Contextually, it is related to the need to cooperate within the society despite the interregional or
interpersonal differences. The highlighted aspect in the roof sub-metaphor is existent or desired
unity of the population. The opposite idea—the lack of unity and intra-societal conflict—are
metaphorically represented as damage to the structure and a risk of disintegration. The opposing
views of political allegiances and the regional tensions within the country are thought of as the
main threats to the integrity of the Ukrainian society as an abstract edifice.
NL_40_F: During Maidan there was a percentage of the population who were even ready
to vote for Halychyna’s (area of Western Ukraine) disintegration from the country. Now
Donetsk and Luhansk are breaking off. It makes me nervous, I don’t want the country to
collapse.
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The highlighted aspect is a threat to the building’s strength/stability/integrity. The hidden or a
backgrounded element is an actual cause of disintegration or the ways to bind them back
together.
The major social and political changes in general are seen as a building’s reconstruction,
repair, or demolition of a framework in order to build a new country.
NL_40_F: I lived through three reconstructions of society—I started in the Soviet time,
made it through perestroika (lit. “rebuilding/ reconstruction”) of the Soviet [state] into a
democracy…well some sort of [democracy].in parentheses...and [building] of an
independent state after we exited the enormous state...
Maidan set the society in motion. [Before] society existed in a gelatin-like state—you
touch it and it trembles but nothing falls apart. But during Maidan the old system cracked
and everything fell apart. Now we are gradually building a new European Ukraine.
In sum, the current political climate with the uncertain situation in the country’s East and
the escalated relationships with Russia activate the concepts central to sovereignty—containment
and division—in terms of a building image-schema. The national sentiments, centrally located in
the Common goals first model, are echoed by metaphorization of the nation-building. Other
impediments highlighted in the Common goals first—inherited institutional inefficiency and the
Soviet mentality attributed to the government—are perceived as the main ones for the
strength/stability of the building structure mapped onto the social and individual well-being.
The metaphorical mappings elaborated in this section demonstrate that despite their
relative universality at the abstract level, the particulars of the mapping are contextualized in
historical, social, and cultural experience. In the Ukrainian cultural context, the building
metaphor allowed for the construction of a coherent account of the complex political changes
that occurred both prior to and after its independence: the collapse of the USSR, the
reconstruction of the Soviet economy and Soviet society during Perestroika, the post-
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independence building of democracy, and independent Ukraine as an edifice opening its doors to
Europe. It created the continuity of instituted discourse that conventional talk draws upon.
Therefore, the regional tensions are portrayed as a threat to the building’s strength and the risk of
disintegration it entails, accompanied by the external threat to the structure. The building
metaphor is selected for by the Common goals first model of society because it is congruent with
the focus on “transpersonal environment” (Emirbayer and Goodwin 1996) and it provides
conceptual boundedness of society in terms of one entity.

Summary of the Common Goals First

At the core of the second implicit cultural model of society, descriptively titled Common
goals first, is an emphasis on the collectivity of social actors, with a number of assumptions
about society radiating from this conceptual core. While the institutional constraint is recognized,
the conceptual focus is placed on the joint agentive orientation of society. The national
sentiments are highlighted in the model because they provide the sense of the collective and
delineate the conceptual boundaries of society. Factors that foster interpersonal communication
as well as transpersonal contexts of action are highlighted. This conceptual emphasis is
instantiated in the text via the thematic focus on international relations, conflict, war, and
revolutions. Historical causes are thought to lead to negative cognitive propensities, attributed to
political leadership and institutional apparatus only (not the population at large). This assumption
entails that an institutional change can be achieved only through the full replacement of people
who constitute the institutional apparatus—a “new generation of political leaders” who are given
the main transformative leverage. The current (from the time of independence) political
leadership instead, is viewed as an adversary that society stands in opposition to. The historical
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legacy is thought to influence the present state of affairs via negative propensities of the political
elites, who are deemed responsible for the negative “condition” of society.

Achieve Anything You Want Model

At the core of the Achieve anything you want model is the Personal Responsibility/
Contribution code (34 coded segments), which echoes Strauss’ (2012) Personal Responsibility
discourse. The underlying assertion is that “people should take active charge of their life instead
of being passive or blaming others for their bad decisions” (246). In the context of my interview
questions, taking an active charge of one’s life was linked to responsibility of individual citizens
to contribute to social and political changes in the country. Two common themes coded in this
category were: a) an idea that citizens are responsible for the condition of the country/society
they live in, e.g., expressed via a shortcut the change starts with me in a statement by OR, and b)
a critique of people blaming others for the country’s adverse condition, e.g., statements by GC.
OR_28_M: I always wanted to see some kind of change, some kind of a reform to
happen. If you want a change, you have to start with yourself. I personally invest into the
areas I have knowledge about and can help with because the change starts with oneself.
GC_45_F: Everyone wants to see someone make a change, but the fact the change
depends on ourselves is mostly ignored. We just always find someone to blame, whether
it is a neighbor or a politician. It is just something inherent in our mentality.
OR_28_M: Changes in Ukraine are impossible if we don’t force them, don’t facilitate
them, if we do not suggest our own vision. The water does not run under a standing
stone; therefore, each of us has to actively do something for those changes to happen.
An individual is seen as a mediator of social change. This idea is also reflected in the cooccurring Communitarian Rhetoric theme, where actions directed for the benefit of the
community were framed in terms of an “investment into a personal future” (OR). The critique of
people lacking engagement was sometimes expressed using moralizing style of speech.
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VP_39_M: Those people who say that everything is bad [in Ukraine], I ask them: “My
friend, what good have you done for Ukraine in your 45 years?”
In terms of an individual mobility and striving this model puts forward the idea of SelfReliance.
IP_28_F: If a person has a good head on her shoulders then she is bound to achieve great
success. There are no limits and everything depends solely on you and on the amount of
effort you put into what you do…If a person wants to there is always an opportunity to
move ahead.
ZHS_55_M: We were born in a society when they thought for us. Then in the 90s people
started to think for themselves, nobody thinks on your behalf now. And some people
never adjusted, they keep relying on somebody else. I figured these things out a bit
earlier, from 1986 when I started working for myself. So I would describe myself as a
person who is used to be self-reliant.

Prototypical Individuals and Their Relations
Similar to the Can’t fight the system, the negative relationships between people in the
Ukrainian society and the individual atomism were highlighted in the Achieve anything you
want. The speakers’ perspectives, however, differed. Compare the excerpt by CHV used in the
section on the Achieve anything you want and the excerpts from an interviews with OR and SL:
CHV_70_M: People are different. There are some who try to be just and honest. The
majority, however, cheat and take advantage of you to pursue their own interests. I was
raised with different values, and I don’t know how to manipulate the system around and
take advantage of people, so they take advantage of me.
OR_28_M: I think that the lack of trust is one of our main diseases. It is a mode of
thinking that we are struggling to overcome. It is difficult to pinpoint the reason, it may
be something in our very mentality, or it is a historical disease, or maybe it is instigated
by someone on purpose.
SL_F_24: I think that due to a number of historical reasons we are not as united with
people we live close to as we should be. We see that many of our Western neighbors
unite locally to do something for their community. They trust each other and are more
likely to cooperate. We somehow lack this trust and everyone is...um on their own. The
very fences we build between the neighbors exemplifies this lack of trust, I think.
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In the first case, the Interpersonal Negative theme is voiced from a participant perspective (i.e.,
I/me as a patient of negative action is discursively juxtaposed with them/others who cause the
negative action). In the following two segments, the lack of trust is shown from an observer’s
perspective and framed as a challenge that the society needs to overcome. Dissecting a
prototypical society in this model is not a straightforward task. I found that respondents drew on
a contrast between “how things in the Ukrainian society are” and “how things in the society
should be”, expressed explicitly or implied.
Combining the statements about interpersonal relationships with the underlying
assumptions of the Personal Responsibility/Contribution, I conclude that a ‘prototypical person’
is seen as “a socially cooperative and responsible autonomous individual” (Lakoff and Chilton
1996:40). The ‘prototypical society,’ respectively, is seen as an assembly of atomistic individuals
but cooperation between them is desired and viewed as beneficial.

Prototypical Institutions

The co-occurrence of the Personal Responsibility/Contribution with Communication
Between People and Government (9) introduced a new component to otherwise consistently
negative sentiments about the political institutions across the interviewees. The macroproposition
MP1: “Government and political institutions are not accountable” is instantiated in the Achieve
anything you want model as “Government’s activity is not constrained by the civic pressure”
and the MP2 “A positive change in the country requires an institutional change” as P1: An
institutional change requires a change of mentality and P2: An institutional change requires a
dialogue between ‘those at the top’ and the public.
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LK_23_M: What we are striving for is to go beyond the mere critique to...not even the
civic control or supervision but rather partnership with political institutions. It is
important to have a dialogue and be politically and socially engaged citizens.
SL_23_F: We have not yet been able to convert them [social upheavals, inferred from the
preceding context] into a bidirectional channel of communication with our governance.
For that we would need to have a government that respects people and is willing to
change with them. For now, it is still, essentially, attacking them with pitchforks [laughs]
to make ourselves heard.
Similar to the Common goals first model, the notion of mentality mediates the link
between the past experiences and the present problems in society. The historically-shaped
propensities in the Achieve anything you want model, however, are attributed to the population
at large and not only to the political actors. In some cases, the solution is seen in terms of a
proposition “A generation needs to change for a change to happen.”
OD_F_27: Maybe this is a very negative point of view, but I think that the real, beautiful,
and European changes will happen after those people who were soaked, at least partially,
in the Soviet realities are gone. It may sound unfair but they are just not able to change
the lens of seeing the world. The political change that occurred, it was not merely a
change of people in charge, it was supposed to entail a complete change of the worldview
of the whole population and that is just too difficult. People still have those unrealistic
expectations about what the state should provide and it prevents them from actually doing
something.
In other cases, however, the possibility of changing the “worldview” was highlighted. In
this context, Maidan, or the Revolution of Dignity, is seen as the “impetus for a change in
people’s heads.”
VS_21_M: [in the context of the question about the 25 years of Ukraine’s independence]
We are approaching something better. The events of Maidan overturned people’s
worldview. Yet our problems, like corruption, are difficult to get rid of and the process
may take a while, but the change is apparent. The change is primarily in people’s
consciousness. Before we had this Soviet thinking and were afraid to speak up. Maidan
showed turned it all upside down. It showed people that the country will be better and we
can achieve it as long as we don’t go back to being quite observers who suffer the abuse
from our politicians.
TP_29_F: I don’t know whether Maidan changed the way things in Ukraine are but the
change it started continues now. It continues in people’s heads.
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In sum, although the negative sentiments were present in this model as well, the political
leadership appeared as a potential partner for dialogue.

Locus of Control

The segments coded with Personal Responsibility/Contribution, with Communitarian
Rhetoric (framed as an investment) as well as the Self-Reliance theme that appears in terms of an
individual mobility and striving show that the locus of control is placed predominantly inside the
individual actors who are socially cooperative.
The communication between the society and political institutions is framed as “who
knocks persistently will eventually open the doors”. The typical rhetoric reflects an emphasis on
initiative, change, opportunity, and transformative actions like to change, to develop, to direct
(effort), to fight, to begin (with oneself), to unite…Consider the key words for the central code—
Personal Responsibility/Contribution:


Nouns: person (24); organization (7); initiative (6); the youth (5); problem (5); a
change (4); vision of smth (3); corruption (3); Maidan (3); opportunity (3).



Verbs: to change (14); to develop (9); to direct (9); to achieve (7); to fight (6); to
involve (other) (5); to earn (4); to begin (4); to open (3); to unite (3).



Adjectives: active (4); ready (4); apathetic (3); internal (3), informational (3).

The self-reliance rhetoric in terms of an individual advancement, where an individual
moves ahead or up due to an individual effort, reflects the ladder-like model of society, similar
to that described by D’Andrade (2005) in the American cultural context. Although the equality
of opportunity is not symmetrical and some people start several steps ahead, the agentive
leverage for an individual mobility is relatively internal to an individual. Achieve anything you
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want, as a fundamental premise of the model, shows a conceptual replacement of the hourglasslike image-schema of societal structure to a ladder-like image-schema. This shift is indicative of
the change in agentive orientation and conceptual internalization of the locus of control.

Impediments for Social and Individual Well-Being

Metaphorical Instantiation of the Model: A Human Body

The Achieve anything you want model is metaphorically linked to conceptualization of
society as a complex abstract structure in terms of a complex physical structure—a human body.
Person is also used as a source domain in an ontological metaphor of personification.
The human body is a relatively conventional source domain for the target domains of the
social and political systems (Kövecses, 2010). A human body as a complex physical system,
including its physiological attributes and processes, was used as a source for the target domain of
society as a complex abstract system (e.g., the head of state, the heart of democracy, the
backbone of the government, the social body, putting economy back on its feet).
MT: Luhansk and Donetsk region have always been considered the country’s economic
heart, but we all see that Ukraine remains alive and breathing.
LC: There seem to be some people in the government too who want to do something
good for society, but it is extremely difficult to implement a change because the frame
(using the word kistiak which is specific to the bodily frame) doesn’t let it happen. That
communist frame gives shape to the whole.
MM: First of all, we need to put the economy on its feet.
Another application, however, maps condition of a human body onto condition of an
abstract system (e.g., the ills of society, the cure for poverty, the government crippled by
corruption). In the interview data, the two common metaphors for condition of society were
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CONDITION OF A SOCIAL SYSTEM IS HEALTH OF A HUMAN BODY; CONDITION OF
A SOCIAL SYSTEM IS HYGIENE OF A HUMAN BODY; and CONDITION OF A SOCIAL
SYSTEM IS THE CONSCIOUS/UNCONSCIOUS STATE OF BEING. The specific mappings
included:


Health of the body  social stability, proper functioning of the social system;



Body parts/organs  institutions, society as a whole as an anthropomorphic body;



Diseases and infections are threats to healthy condition  corruption, historical
experiences;



Hygiene maintaining proper functioning of the social system, preventing disease.

These mappings allow me to clarify the existing understandings of the cultural model
(Quinn and Strauss 1997:151).
When participants talk about corruption as a problem of society at large, they frequently
conceptualize them as diseases, infections, and epidemics, activating an underlying conceptual
metaphor SOCIETY IS A SICK PERSON (CONDITION OF A SOCIAL SYSTEM IS
CONDITION OF A HUMAN BODY).
DP_32_M: Corruption is a disease that leads to an epidemic in the society.
When portrayed as a problem of an individual, typically of a politician, corruption is
conceptualized as an addiction and as substance abuse.
DP_32_M: Corruption is caused by people who are sick. People who get even the
minimal authority, they stop controlling themselves. It is bound to lead to an addiction—
they want more and more. Maybe somewhere, maybe in the USA, people involved in
corruption of this kind would be treated just like other conditions, like addictions.
The substance abuse idea is also reflected in the argument that having new politicians who are
“sober, and clear-minded” would provide a remedy for the societal ills (LC_63_F):
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The Soviet legacy is also presented as a cause of harm to society as a body, more
specifically, as a disease, a chronic disease, and a mental disorder/condition. A transition from
the Soviet system to independence is presented by one interviewee using a simile in which the
transition is beneficial but painful like resetting a broken bone
OR_28_M: Our society is infected with several diseases, with Sovietness in particular
[uses a colloquial and a semi-derogatory term “sovok”]. It is manifested in the way we
think, in the way we perceive ourselves, our life goals, and our country.
VP_39_M: The transition couldn’t have been painless. When a bone is broken it is
painful for a person, similarly a dramatic change of a system is painful for the country but
it needs to be reset.
The previously mentioned references to the historical experiences other than Soviet also
recruited a HEALTH OF A HUMAN BODY metaphor:
SL_22_F: The biggest failure for us as a country is this kind of…incomplete
independence, not in a political but rather in a mental sense. A large portion of the
population...their way of thinking...um...has many historical leftovers. For instance, in the
way we perceive our neighbors or our self-esteem. Some people say that all the problems
come from self-esteem. Sometimes I think that all the problems we have as a nation stem
from low self-esteem. As people who have always been conquered, always have been
under someone else’s governance we have developed some kind of a psychological
insecurity. We have a very paternalistic way of thinking. We are gradually overcoming it
though.
VP_39_M: A person who is accustomed to using those…umm…shady means that were
popular during the times when everything was infected with corruption…he has a
difficult time in the new system...The only way to change it is to do what Saakashvili [the
former president of the Republic of Georgia] did—he kicked out of offices people who
were rotten inside from the contact with corruption schemes and opened the doors to
young people.
Another related metaphorization mapped human hygiene to a condition of the social system:
“society is lacking informational hygiene,” “society is informationally lazy and ready to swallow
whatever it is fed” and “people’s brain is stuffed with propaganda.”
The comparison between SOCIETY IS A BUILDING and SOCIETY IS A HUMAN
BODY shows that the same target domain is structured via a number of source domains, each
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highlighting an aspect or a property of the target domain. Kövecses (2010) points out, that targets
that use buildings as a source domain often overlap with those that use human body as a source
domain (158). Similar to the building metaphor the health metaphor is mapped onto social
stability—APPROPRIATE CONDITION IS A HEALTHY CONDITION. The use of health
metaphor, however, also highlights a different component than the building metaphor—the
sources/causes of instability conceptualized as the diseases, infections, or agents deteriorating the
health of society. This contrasting but complementary metaphorizations of society with different
aspects being conceptually foregrounded support Quinn’s argument (1997) that metaphorical
choices are governed by the underlying cultural models.

Summary of the Achieve Anything You Want Model

The Achieve anything you want model views individual citizens as active agents of
change, accountable for the state of affairs in the country. The locus of control—an ability to
influence events and outcomes, or a transformative leverage—is predominantly internal to an
individual, whereas the institutional constraint is backgrounded. Via individual contribution of
responsible and socially cooperative social actors, society is thought to be undergoing a
transformation from within. Although participants do talk about government and political
institutions in a negative light, the focus shifts to the necessity of a dialogue achieved via civic
pressure. Historical experiences are thought to influence the present state of affairs via the
historically-shaped mental propensities of the population at large, not only its political
representatives. This, however, is frequently linked to essentializing particular generational
groups. The latter is reflected in the presence of the codes How Younger Generations See
Themselves and How Younger Generations See Older in the thematic cluster that corresponds
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with the Achieve anything you want model. The metaphorical choice of the disease, however,
implies that these mental propensities and the social ills that stem from them—paternalistic
attitudes, corruption, and negative interpersonal relationships—can potentially be cured. The
underlying assumption instantiated in this metaphorical choice is different than the assumption
instantiated in the foundation metaphor used in the Common goals first model. The latter posits
that historically-induced propensities in acting and thinking are fixed and unlikely to change,
requiring replacement of people who hold them, whereas the former implies a possibility of
change. Table 4.1 contains a summary of the underlying assumptions of each model
Table 4.1
Cultural Models Comparison

Conceptual
core

Relationships
between social
actors

Relationships
with political
institutions

Can’t fight the system

Common goals first

Achieve anything you want

recognizes an
individual agency but
puts an emphasis on
institutional constraint

recognizes an
institutional constraint
but puts an emphasis on
corporate agency of
society
Society is a unitary
agent, and an individual
member of the collective
is backgrounded
Associated codes:
What Unites People,
Interpersonal Positive
Political leadership is an
adversary that society
stands in opposition to.
The full replacement of
the political leadership
and institutions with new
people is seen as
necessary.
Associated codes:
Institutional Inefficiency,
Government Negative

recognizes an institutional
constraint but puts an
emphasis on individual
agency

Society is an assembly
of atomistic
individuals who don’t
trust each other
Associated codes:
Interpersonal
Negative
Political leadership is
a strict father who
evokes negative
sentiments and a sense
of reliance. Political
institutions are flawed
but unlikely to change
despite the change of
people who constitute
them.
Associated codes:
Government Negative

Table continued on next page

Society is an assembly of
atomistic individuals but
they are socially responsible
and cooperative.
Associated codes:
Interpersonal Negative,
What Unites People
Political leadership is a
potential partner for
dialogue. Negative
sentiments are present but
self-reliance of individual
social actors is highlighted.
Associated codes:
Government Negative,
Communication betw,
People and Government
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Table cont. from previous page

Social Action

Individual
Advancement

Locus of
control
Reaction to
changing
social context
Impediments
to social wellbeing

Metaphorical
instantiation

Personal
disengagement from
the political and social
spheres is emphasized
Associated codes:
Personal
Disengagement (1st
pers. perspective)

Participation of society
as a collective actor is
emphasizes
Associated codes:
Society as a Unitary
Agent, Patriotic
Sentiments

Individual contribution is
emphasized, framed as an
investment
Associated codes:
Personal
Responsibility/Contribution;
Communitarian Rhetoric

Individual mobility
and striving are
constrained
Associated codes:
Individual Against the
System

Individual mobility and
striving are viewed in
the context of its effects
on society more
generally
Associated codes:
State’s Aid Would
Enable Self-Reliance,
The System Causes
Emigration

Individual mobility and
striving depend primarily on
an individual effort
Associated codes:
Self-Reliance

locus of control is
mostly external
(responsibility is
predominantly outside
of an individual)
preference for stability
and a fear of
innovation
Politicians don’t care
about an average
person

Responsibility is
Locus of control is mostly
distributed across society internal (responsibility is
predominantly inside of an
individual)

SOCIETY IS AN
HOURGLASS

preference for stability
but some innovation is
necessary
Soviet Mentality
attributed to the
government, inherited
institutional inefficiency;
external actors (i.e.
Russia)
SOCIAL CHANGE IS
A PATH, SOCIETY IS
A BUILDING

preference for mobility and
a desire of innovation
Soviet Mentality attributed
to both government and the
population

SOCIETY IS A HUMAN
BODY
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Generational Distribution

After abstracting three prototypical models of society, I examined whether there was a
systematic preference for particular models across generational cohorts. Data obtained at this
stage of research provide limited age-model correlations due to a) statistically small number of
participants, b) sample asymmetry that emerged after I collapsed the initial five age groups into
three age cohorts, and c) individual variability of semi-structured responses. There were,
however, suggestive patterns and their validity can be verified in future research. Cultural
consensus analysis, in particular, can be used for the purpose of validation, as suggested by
Bennardo and de Munck (2014).
In the first step of analyzing generational distribution of the models, I limited the scope to
examining the distribution of key meaning foci only: a) relationships between social actors, b)
relationships with political institutions, c) agentive orientation in terms of social action, d)
agentive orientation in terms of individual advancement, across the generational cohorts.43
(Table 4.2)

43

Due to asymmetry of individual interviews—the variance in duration, tendency of certain respondents to be more
descriptive or repetitive, and the like—I compared the presence of codes in each age cohort by calculating how
many interviewees in each age group mentioned the code at least once. This method, however, does not account for
a differential importance of the theme for each individual interviewee. The percentages are calculated relative to a
number of interviewees within an age group.
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Table 4.2
Generational Distribution of the Key Meaning Foci
Age Group = Age Group = Age Group
>56
36-55
= 18-35
Relationships between social actors
Interpersonal Negative
85.71%
Interpersonal Positive
57.14%
What unites people
28.57%
Relationships with political institutions

27.27%
72.7%
81.82%

71.43%
57.14%
78.57%

Institutional Inefficiency

57.14

63.64

57.14

Government: Positive

14.29

0

21.43

Government: Negative

71.43

72.73

64.29

Communication Between
People and Government
Social Action
Criticizing others for the lack of engagement

14.29

36.36

71.43

28.57

36.36

42.86

Communitarian Rhetoric

14.29

36.36

28.57

Personal disengagement (1st person persp)

57.14

45.45

42.86

Personal Responsibility/Contribution

42.86

45.45

78.57

Society as a unitary agent

28.57

45.45

42.86

Reliance on a leader

42.86

27.27

42.86

Individual Mobility and Striving
Individual Against the System
State’s Aid Would Enable Self-Reliance
Self-Reliance
The System Causes Emmigration

57.1%
14.3%
42.9%
28.6%

45.5%
45.5%
36.4%
45.5%

35.7%
28.6%
50.0%
28.6%

Data suggest that the key meaning foci associated with the Can’t fight the system
model44 were used most often by the interviewees from the older age cohort (>56). The key

44

i.e. Interpersonal Negative, Government Negative, Personal Disengagement (1st person perspective), Reliance on
a Leader, and Individual Against the System.
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codes associated with the Common goals first model appeared in the interviews from the
middle cohort (36-55), and those associated with the Achieve anything you want model46
appeared in the interviews of the younger cohort (18-35) more often than in the interviews from
other age cohorts.
Some inconsistencies, however, are also present—e.g., Interviewees from the middle
cohort used the code Society as a Unitary Agent—i.e. the central code of the Common goals first
model more often than interviewees from other age cohorts. The actual percentage, however,
shows that the code appeared in slightly less than half of individuals in this group. This points to a
number of potential limitations of the analysis. The relatively low percentage may be indicative of
a) inadequate abstraction of the model, b) inadequate code application, or c) inadequate division
of sample in terms of age. I explored the latter in greater detail. Consider the pattern that emerged
(Figure 4.1) once code prominence was calculated for the initial five age categories I used during
my data collection stage: 18-26; 27-37; 38-49; 50-65; and <65.
The individual columns are organized according to progressively increasing age of
participants. The figure shows that the code Society as a Unitary Agent appears most
prominently in the interviews with participants within the age range of mid-40s through 60s. In
the generational distribution results presented in Figure 4.5., these participants are split between
the “middle” and the “older” age cohorts.

45

i.e. What Unites People, Interpersonal Positive, Government Negative, Institutional Inefficiency, Society as a
Unitary Agent, State’s Aid Would Enable Self-Reliance co-present with The System Causes Emigration.
46
i.e. Interpersonal Negative co-present with What Unites People, Government Negative co-present with
Communication between People and Government, Personal Responsibility/Contribution co-present with
Communitarian Rhetoric and Criticizing Others for the Lack of Engagement, and Self Reliance.
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of society as an agent of action codes.

Table 4.2 also shows that despite relatively patterned distribution of models across the
age cohorts, some unanticipated codes were also presented. Consider for instance the presence of
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Reliance on a Leader code (associated with the Can’t fight the system model) in the youngest
cohort, who otherwise relied on the meaning foci of the Achieve anything you want model.
Once examined more carefully, this occurrence demonstrates that the same code is applied to the
same general idea that is voiced from a very different perspective (a participant versus an
observer). Consider the excerpt from an interview with SL:
SL _22_F: As people who have always been conquered, always have been under
someone else’s governance we have developed some kind of a psychological insecurity.
We have a very paternalistic way of thinking. We are gradually overcoming it though.
You can see it even in the way we can stand up for ourselves in a form of a revolution or
a rebellion. This is not a very civilized way to deal with issues but in our context I would
consider this already to be a progress. We have achieved the level of consciousness not to
tolerate a dictator any longer but not to stop relying on a dictator. We as individuals are
not there yet in our thinking. We do not often try to get those around involved and do
something on our own.
The segment that expresses an idea coded with Reliance on a Leader is voiced from a
perspective of a critiquing observer. In the concluding lines, instead, she draws on the
assumptions of the Personal Responsibility/Contribution—an integral part of the Achieve
anything you want model. The juxtaposition of the two shows the imaginary distance from the
first assumption in favor of the second. This shows that while participants may draw on the same
cultural models that exist in their cultural community, these models may not be equally
meaningful or have the same motivational force for an individual.
To further test the emergent generational pattern: the interviewees from the <56 cohort
drawing preferentially on the Can’t fight the system model, those from the 36-55 cohort on the
Common goals first model, and those from the 18-35 on the Achieve anything you want model,
I compared the most frequently occurring codes in each age cohort against the prototypical codes
associated with each model.
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Columns on the left (see Table 4.3) show codes clustered around the Personal
Disengagement code—a core code of the Can’t fight the system model. The numerical value
shows the rank of each code determined by the frequency of its co-occurrence with the core
code. Columns on the right show which codes appeared most frequently in the interviews from
the >56 age cohort, the group that relied most on this model according to the previous data. The
percentages reflect how many interviewees from this age group mentioned a given code at least
once. Codes that overlap with those associated with the cultural model are shown in bold.

Table 4.3
Personal Disengagement Codes
Can't Fight the System Model

Code
Rank

Financial well-being: Negative

1

Interpersonal Negative

85.7

Historical Exp: Soviet

2

Conflict and War

85.7

Individual Against the System

3

Financial Well-Being: Negative

85.7

Institutional Inefficiency

4

International Relations: Russia

85.7

Historical Exp: Other than Soviet

4

Government: Negative

71.4

Government Negative

5

Institutional Inefficiency

57.1

Interpersonal Negative

5

Individual Against the System

57.1

How younger cohorts perceive older

5

Personal disengagement (1st pers.)

57.1

Psychological well-being: Negative

6

Psychological Well-Being : Negative

57.1

Conflict and War

7

Historical Experiences_Soviet

57.1

Interpersonal Positive

57.1

Reliance on a leader

42.9

Hierarchy and Level: Inequality

42.9

Prejudice and inclusion: Not belonging

42.9

Mentality Negative

42.9

Mentality and Worldview: Ongoing change

42.9

Personal Responsibility/Contribution

42.9

Patriotic sentiments

42.9

Historical Experiences Other than Soviet

28.6

How older cohorts see themselves

Age Group = >56

8

%
of
interviews
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These data corroborate the conclusion that Can’t fight the system model is used
preferentially by the interviewees from the >56 cohort.
Table 4.4 compares codes clustered around the Society as a Unitary Actor code—a core
code of the Common goals first model with codes that appeared most frequently in the
interviews from the 36-55 age cohort. These data are also in support of the preferential use of the
model (relative to the use of other models) by the interviewees from the 36-55 cohort.
Table 4.4
Society as a Unitary Actor Codes
Common Goals First Model

Rank

Mentality and Worldview: An Ongoing
Change
Conflict And War
Economic Potential
Patriotic Sentiments
Institutional Inefficiency
Financial Well-Being Negative
Interpersonal Positive
What Unites People
Historical Experiences_Soviet
Historical Experiences Non-Soviet
Psychological Well-Being: Negative
International Relations Europe
Government Negative
Communication Between People
Government
International Relations Russia
How Younger Cohorts See Older
How Older Cohorts See Themselves

1
2
3
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7

And

7
8
8
8

Age Group = 36-55

%

Conflict and War

90.9

What unites people

81.8

Government: Negative

72.7

Interpersonal Positive

72.7

Financial Well-Being: Negative

63.6

Institutional Inefficiency

63.6

Patriotic sentiments

63.6

Psychological Well-Being :Negative

54.6

Historical Experiences_Soviet

54.6

Historical Experiences Non-Soviet

54.6

Personal disengagement (1st pers)
Mentality and Worldview: An Ongoing
Change
Personal Responsibility/Contribution

45.5

Hierarchy and level: Inequality

45.5

Society as a unitary agent

45.5

The System fosters Emigration

45.5

Can't fight the system

45.5

State as a provider (should be)

45.5

International Relations: Europe

45.5
45.5

45.5
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Table 4.5 shows the comparison between the codes centered around Personal
Responsibility/Contribution that constitute a prototypical Achieve anything you want model and
codes that appeared most frequently in the interviews of the 18-35 age cohort. There is some
overlap between the Achieve anything you want model and codes used by the interviewees from
the youngest generational cohort, but codes not associated with the model are also present.
Table 4.5
Personal Responsibility/Contribution Codes
Achieve Anything You Want Model

Rank

Conflict and War
Communitarian Rhetoric
Criticizing Others for
Engagement

1
2
the

Lack

of
2

Age Group = 18-35
Worldview_Emphasis
change
What unites people

on

%
ongoing

Personal Responsibility/Contribution

85.7
78.6
78.6

Mentality and Worldview: Ongoing Change

3

Communication between People and
Government
Interpersonal Negative

Historical Experiences: Soviet
Individual Mobility and Striving:
Reliance
Communication Between People
Government
Patriotic Sentiments

3

Conflict, and War

64.3

Government: Negative

64.3

Interpersonal Positive

57.1

4

Financial Well-Being: Negative

57.1

4

Institutional Inefficiency
Individual Mobility and Striving :
Self-Reliance
Russia

57.1

Historical Experience: Soviet

42.9

Historical Experiences Non- Soviet
Criticizing others for the lack of
engagement
Reliance on a leader (critique)

42.9

Personal disengagement (1st pers)

42.9

Society as a unitary agent

42.9

Psychological Well-Being : Negative

42.9

Interpersonal Positive

How Younger Cohorts See Themselves

2

Self
3
and
4

71.4
71.4

50
50

42.9
42.9
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The emergent generational distribution of three cultural models are in support of the
correlation between socially-mediated experiences in which individual life histories take places
and mental representations of society. This relationship, however, is not a one-to-one
correspondence and the proposed cultural models are not to be viewed as interpretative
frameworks that are used by a particular segment of a population in its entirety and to the
exclusion of other models. Instead, the three models are shown as co-existent not only within the
cultural community in Western Ukraine, but also in the minds of its individual members. Strauss
(2012) suggests that coexistence of different and even contradictory cultural models can be
viewed in terms of


compartmentalization: horizontal if models that arise from conflicting social
representations are equally meaningful for an individual but used in different
contexts; or vertical if co-existing models differ in terms of motivational and
emotional force, one being more readily articulated



true ambivalence if conflicting social representations are present but unreconciled



integration within a single cognitive network if people are aware of conflicting social
representations and attempt to accommodate discrepancies

A common pattern I found throughout the interviews is interviewees from the youngest
cohort drawing on the assumptions of the Can’t fight the system model by attributing cognitive
dispositions to the “Soviet generation” and juxtaposing them to their own beliefs or values. This
pattern can be viewed in terms of vertical compartmentalization in Strauss (2012) terms. For the
younger cohorts, knowledge about the Soviet society is conceptually present but indirect,
simplified, and not as emotionally-laden as it is to the older cohorts. Therefore, the models they
and the interviewees from the older cohorts draw upon are shared but not equally meaningful.

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Each of the described models of society is to be viewed as an idealized representation of
the clustered taken-for-granted assumptions that have a particular agentive orientation at their
core. Since agency is constituted by and constitutive of its temporal-relational contexts, these
contexts (e.g., historical and social experience) are conducive to certain mental representations in
the minds of individual actors and cultural communities. All three models are co-present in the
cultural community and individual discourses, although each model may be foregrounded or
backgrounded due to its importance for an individual and/or the discursive context.
In the Can’t fight the system model, the emphasis is placed on individual atomism47
underlying the relationships between people in society, their detachment from political actors
and institutions, and an overall apathy of the individual actors towards the political and social
spheres. The interviewees who drew on the assumptions of the Can’t fight the system model
were primarily those from the oldest cohort. The key assumptions of the model could be
interpreted as a response to the way the communist ideologies were implemented in the USSR—
i.e., via coercion re-framed in terms of Marxist ideology—and the individual sense of
powerlessness it entailed. A closer look, however, suggests a more complicated account. Born in
the late 1940s and early 1950s, the adulthood of my oldest respondents overlapped with the

47

This finding is congruent with the historical literature that emphasizes the “70 years of working-class atomization
and organizational passivity under communism” (Kuzio, 2000:117).

“period of stagnation” of the late Soviet socialism (between the late 1960s and mid-1980s). In
the anthropological study of this “last Soviet generation,” Yurchak (1997, 2013)
highlights the population’s biconceptualism reflected in the performative participation in the
official ideology along with an emphasized disengagement and cynicism towards it. Yurchak
(1997) writes:
The late socialist subject experienced official ideological representation of social reality
as largely false and at the same time as immutable and omnipresent. In such conditions it
became irrelevant for subjects whether they believed official ideological messages or not.
Instead, the relation to the official representation became based on intricate strategies of
simulated support…[simultaneous with] personal non-involvement in the official sphere.
(162)
My data suggest that the conception of the immutability of the social order, where
political decision-making is reserved to the political elites, along with individual disengagement
from the political and social spheres is at the core of the so-called Can’t fight the system cultural
model of society. Although this model was activated primarily in the interviews with the oldest
cohort, it would be misleading to claim that it is exclusive to the interviewees of this age cohort
or that it is used by them as a single interpretative framework to the exclusion of other models. It
would also be misleading to ‘fix’ these interviewees within the temporal framework of their early
adulthood and exclude them from participation in the subsequent socially shared experiences.
Each social actor is a part of multiple relational-temporal contexts that have differential influence
on an individual’s life history and internalized meanings (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998). Without
a doubt, subsequent historical changes introduced new meanings but previous conceptualizations
remained present and emotionally-laden. The surface change of the political leadership after the
declaration of independence and the economically difficult transition in the 1990s were also
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potentially conducive to (or simply reinforcing) the atomization of social actors and individual
disempowerment in the context of newly emergent social hierarchies.
Since agency is in constant dialogue with the temporal-relational context in which it is
embedded, the significant changes in that context may lead cultural communities to reconceptualize their agentive relationships to the perceived constraints48. The transition to
democracy led to an overturn of publically-instituted ideological representations—the “explicitly
articulated values and beliefs,” but also to the emergence of new implicit meanings—cultural
models (Strauss and Quinn 1997, 39).
At the level of interview discourse, every participant from the middle age cohort, whose
childhood took place during Soviet Ukraine and the transition to adulthood overlapped with the
period of Perestroika, voiced strong negative sentiments towards the Soviet past and emphasized
the “imaginative distance from those habitual schematic responses” (Emirbayer and Mische
1998, 1011). Instead, many interviewees from the middle cohort drew upon the nationalist
sentiments and emphasized transpersonal contexts of action, in which society appeared as a
unitary agent. These ideas were abstracted into the so-called Common goals first model.
The new meanings, however, do not arise out of nowhere. Social actors incorporated
existing interpretative frameworks by creatively reconfiguring them according to the new
publicly instituted meanings. Implicitly, nationalism provided a new context for reformulating
the collective. Kuzio (2000) argues that

In the discussion of agency, Emirbayer and Mische (1998) suggest that “During stable historical periods…most
people unproblematically employ established cultural competences [or cultural models]; however, during the periods
of upheaval, other forms of agentic activity may come into play. While certain sets of actors might resist the change
and hold tightly to past routines in an attempt to ward uncertainty, others may be more likely to engage in projective
activities as they seek to imagine alternative futures for a problematic present. Actors engaged in emergent events
find themselves positioned between the old and the new and are thus forced to develop new ways of integrating past
and future perspectives” (1006).
48
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Only nationalism could provide an alternative set of unifying myths, symbols, values, and
principles, a sense of identity (a ‘we’) and once unleashed proved a powerful successor to
the Soviet identity…the nationalist notions of homeland helped to situate the individual in
the manner in which the notion of national uniqueness gives a sense of worth to the
identity in question. (16)
It would be historically inaccurate to conclude that national sentiments emerged during
the crisis of Perestroika. They existed during the Soviet period, most prominently in Western
Ukraine, as demonstrated by the dissident movements and periodic national revivals, e.g., in the
1920s and 1960s (Kuzio, 2000, 15). Risch (2011) identifies national sentiments as a historically
integral part of the local identity49 and a cause of “Western Ukrainian Otherness” (7). These
meanings, however, existed in a form of unofficial counter-discourses, and it was not until the
republican (i.e., Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) communist elites adopted the popular
nationalist discourse to juxtapose themselves to the central Soviet government and legitimize
their own appeal to power,50 that the nationalist campaign took off in Ukraine in general (Kuzio,
2000). National communism, therefore, served as a transition stage in the public discourse in the
late 1980s and early 1990s and the discursive focus on the national ‘we’ framed the agencystructure relationship during the transition period that followed the dissolution of the USSR.
The social movements that took place within the time of the middle cohort interviewees’
early adulthood—the independence movement in 1989-1991 and the Orange Revolution in 20042005—were contexts in which the collective agentive orientation was emphasized. The
atomistic individuals re-conceptualized themselves as a collective social actor, capable of

Risch (2011) writes, “Soviet power’s ability to coerce the locals cannot be underestimated…[but] Lvivians were
able to accommodate the public’s sphere’s rhetoric and retain ties to Galician [Habsburg term for Western Ukrainian
territories] perceptions of being Ukrainian. In private they honored past national movements officially labeled
‘bourgeois nationalist’. In public they struggled against so-called Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism and built a
Communist future” (4)
50
Kuzio (2000) writes, “It was the collapse of central institutions and the survival strategies of the republican elites
[i.e., Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic] that created national communism…and it was the national communists
jumping onto the opposition bandwagon that finally created sufficient momentum towards independence” (217).
49
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influencing the existing structure, at least to a degree. The collective ‘we’ framed in terms of
nationalism, however, placed an emphasis on the nation-state as a single entity but not on its
constituent citizens. Kuzio (2000) argues that the institutions of civil society remained
embryonic and “the state remained the decisive political force in Ukraine” (Kuzio, 2000:217). In
the context of the Orange revolution, it resulted in over-reliance on a leader, to whom the
ultimate transformative leverage was attributed. Once the collective action of society brought the
desired leader to power, subsequent civil participation of individuals remained minimal. The
Orange team’s failure to meet the expectations of the public reinforced the old feeling of
immutability of the system, manifested in my interviewees’ ideas that change can be achieved
only via a complete replacement of the political generation.
The newly emergent context that unfolded with the Revolution of Dignity in 2013-2014
led to yet another imaginative re-composition of actors’ interaction with the structure, reflected
in the Achieve anything you want model. The institutional failure of the Yanukovych
government served as an impetus for civic activity (Puglisi, 2017). The civic values, reflected in
the rhetoric of “moving towards Europe,” strengthening democracy, as well as the rhetoric about
individual rights and dignity were discursively foregrounded over the nationalistic values.
Unlike the Orange Revolution, the Revolution of Dignity was not centered around any specific
political forces, but showed participation of a civic society in a new form—as a joint effort of
autonomous individual participants (Cleary 2015).
In the context of my interviews, the so-called Achieve anything you want model and its
discourses about self-reliance, individual responsibility and contribution, community-building as
a personal investment, suggest a shift in the locus of control. These discourses, most prominent
in the interviews of the youngest cohort, suggest that the capacity of transformative leverage has
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become internalized to a greater degree. Change, according to the younger interviewees, can be
achieved via participation of individually-responsible individuals and liberation from the ‘old’
worldview, which will then result in the change of an institutional system.
In sum, the similarity of socially mediated experiences (Quinn and Strauss 1997) leads
people to abstract shared meanings about society—i.e. cultural models. Changes in the social
world may lead to new meanings and new assumptions, but they do not completely override
earlier cultural models. This research suggests that there is a generational difference in implicit
assumptions about society schematized in a form of three distinct cultural models that differ in
terms of agency-structure relationship.
The suggestive pattern of a preferential use of particular models by different age cohorts
shows that the motivational force of a model depends on individual experience within broader
historical and cultural contexts. The outlined transformation of the agentive orientation—from
the conceptual dominance of the structure through the transitional stage, where the structure is
contested by the collective action, to the emergent locus of the transformative leverage within an
individual—is, perhaps, an idealized vision of the complex and likely less coherent conceptual
change. Exploratory in its nature, this study proposes a perspective about a mutually-mediating
interplay between mental representations and social contexts and outlines a trajectory for future
research.
In the future, the generational distribution of the proposed models may be tested by
examining patterns of agreement and disagreement within a statistically larger sample via
cultural consensus analysis. Exploring how discordant cultural models are activated, integrated,
and compartmentalized in reasoning can also be addressed in greater detail. Another trajectory
for future research is examining whether particular discursive contexts prime interviewees to
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foreground a specific cultural model. In addition, a closer look at the individual life-histories of
the interviewees may provide an insight about the relationships between individual experiences
and/or personal identity on one hand, and cultural models on the other.
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English

Ukrainian/українська
Introduction script

I am interested in collecting people’s
perspectives about life in Ukraine and Ukrainian
society. I would like to hear about your personal
experience and point of view. The interview consists
of several open-ended questions, followed by a
drawing task, a short free-listing activity, and a
background information survey (age, occupation,
number of household members, etc.). It will take up to
45 minutes, but you can stop anytime. All the answers
will be kept confidential. You may choose not to
answer certain questions, feel free to do so. Do you
have any questions for me before we start?

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

1.
2.

Я збираю матеріали про думки людей
щодо життя в Україні та про українське
суспільство. Я б хотіла почути про Ваш власний
досвід і точку зору. Інтерв’ю складається з
відкритих запитань, схематичного малюнку,
завдання на асоціації та загальної довідки про Вас
(вік, робота, кількість членів сім’ї та ін). Розмова
займе біля 45 хвилин, але Ви можете зупинити її у
будь-який
момент.
Всі
відповіді
є
конфіденційними. За бажанням, Ви також можете
утриматись від відповіді на певні запитання. Чи
маєте Ви питання до мене, перш ніж ми почнемо?

Individual-level questions
Can you tell me a little bit about yourself?
Розкажіть мені трішки про себе, будь ласка
How would you describe yourself in a few Як би Ви описали себе кількома словами?
words?
Can you walk me through your typical week?
Опишіть, будь-ласка, Ваш типовий тиждень
What, in your opinion, have been some of the Які події у Вашими житті сформували Вас як
formative experiences in your life that made you особистість?
a person you are today?
Community-level questions
How would you describe living in [city name]?
Як би Ви описали життя в ________ ?
Is this area changing? In what ways?
Чи відчуваєте Ви, що воно змінюється? Яким
чином?
What are the problems in your community?
Які проблеми, на Вашу думку, є присутніми у
Вашому місті?
Do you think these problems can be resolved?
Чи можуть ці проблеми бути вирішеними?
Who can resolve them?
Хто може їх вирішити?
Who, in your opinion has authority in the Кого ви вважаєте авторитетом у Вашому місті?
community?
Whom would you consider to be a leader in your Кого ви вважаєте лідером?
community?
Who knows how to mobilize people in the area?
Хто знає як мобілізувати людей в околиці?
Where do you typically get your news from?
Звідки Ви, здебільшого, отримуєте новини?
Як би Ви описали стосунки між людьми у Вашому
How would you describe relationships between місті?
people in your city/village?
Is this true for the Ukrainian society in general?
Чи можна так охарактеризувати стосунки між
людьми в країна загалом?
Do you feel being a part of the decision making Чи Ви відчуваєте, що Ви є частиною рішень, які
in your city/village?
відбуваються у громаді?
Country-level questions
Can you describe what life in Ukraine is like?
Чи могли б Ви описати життя в Україні загалом?
Ukraine has now been independent for 25 years. Україна є незалежною протягом 25 років. Як би Ви
How would you characterize those years? What, охарактеризували цей період? Що, на Вашу думку,
in your opinion, were the main successes and/or було основними здобутками і/або поразками?
failures?
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3.

4.

5.

How do you feel things are going in the country
now? What affects life in the country today?
[if participants mentions economic crisis or
military conflict, the following question is
selected accordingly] You mentioned _____
(e.g., economic difficulty) that the country is
going through. How does it affect you
personally?
How would you describe relationships between
people and state administration? How do people
and state administration communicate?
Did Maidan, in your opinion, have long-term
influence on life in Ukraine? What about your
community?

Яким на Вашу думку є стан в країні сьогодні? Що
впливає на життя в країні сьогодні?
Ви згадали_____ (пр. економічні труднощі), через
які проходить країна. Як це впливає на Вас
особисто?

Як би Ви описали стосунки між людьми і
державним управлінням. Як люди і влада
спілкуються?
Чи мав Майдан, на Вашу думку, довготривалий
ефект на життя в Україні? А на життя у Вашому
місті?

Free-listing task
English
Ukrainian/українська
I am also interested in people’s understanding of specific
Мені також цікаво як люди розуміють
concepts. Before we proceed, let me stress that there are окремі поняття. Перш ніж ми почнемо, я хотіла б
no correct or incorrect responses in this task. I would наголосити, що у цьому завданні немає правильних
like to hear words and associations that come to mind та неправильних відповідей. Я хотіла б почути слова
about:
і асоціації які приходять Вам на думку коли Ви чуєте
слова
CITIZEN, SOCIETY, INEQUALITY, MAIDAN, ГРОМАДЯНИН, СУСПІЛЬСТВО, НЕРІВНІСТЬ,
COMMUNITY
МАЙДАН, ГРОМАДА

Background information
English
Ukrainian/українська
Before we conclude, I wanted to go through a short list Перш ніж ми закінчимо, я хотіла б запитати кілька
of background information about you. Please let me загальних запитань про Вас. Будь ласка, скажіть,
know if there questions you would rather not answer
якщо Ви б не хотіли відповідати на певні запитання
a) Age
а) Вік
b) Household members
б) Кількість людей, які проживають з вами
c) Number of years in school completed. (if >12
в) Тривалість освіти (якщо >12: яким був Ваш
yrs: What was/is your field of studies?)
напрям освіти/спеціальність?)
d) What do you do for living?
г) Як Ви заробляєте на життя?
e) How would you describe your ethnic
д) Як би Ви описали вашу етнічну
background?
приналежність?
f) Religious affiliation if any
е) Чи Ви відносите себе до певного
g) Are you a member of any social or political
віросповідання?
organization?
є) Чи є Ви членом якихось громадських чи
h) How would you describe yourself politically?
політичних організацій?
i) (if appropriate) How would you estimate your
ж) Як би Ви описали свої політичні вподобання?
household’s monthly income?
з) Який приблизний дохід Вашої сім’ї?

Concluding Comments
English
Ukrainian/українська
Thank you for your participation. What is your overall
Дякую за Вашу участь. Які Ваші загальні
reaction to the things we covered today?
враження? Чи хотіли б Ви щось додати чи
Is there anything you would like to add or comment on? прокоментувати? Чи є у Вас якісь запитання до
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Do you have any questions for me?
If you have any questions later, feel free to contact me.
My contact information is provided in the consent form
you signed before the interview.

мене? Якщо у Вас виникнуть запитання, не
зволікайте зв’язатись зі мною. Моя контактна
інформація є в формі, яку Ви підписали.
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Docume
nt group

Nam
e

Age
Coho
rt

Age
Exa
ct

Se
x

City of
Residence

Employment

Marital
Status

Level of
Education

18-26

LK

18-35

23

M

Chervonohrad

Attorney

SIN

MA

18-26

VS

18-35

21

M

Chervonohrad

SIN

18-26

HK

18-35

24

F

Chervonohrad

Furniture factory
worker
Psychologist

MAR

Community
college
MA

18-26

LB

18-35

23

F

Lviv

IT, software engineer

SIN

MA

18-26

SL

18-35

22

F

Lviv

Student

SIN

MA in progress

18-26

DG

18-35

26

M

Lviv

free-lancer

SIN

MA

18-26

EO

18-35

26

M

Lviv

math tutor

MAR

BA

27-37

MT

18-35

27

M

Chervonohrad

Social worker

SIN

PhD

27-37

NG

18-35

27

F

Chervonohrad

City council worker

SIN

MA

27-37

TP

18-35

29

F

Chervonohrad

Call center worker

MAR

BA

27-37

OD

18-35

27

F

Lviv

artist, free-lancer

SIN

MA

27-37

IP

18-35

28

F

Lviv

IT, quality assurance

SIN

MA

27-37

OR

18-35

28

M

Lviv

civic activist

SIN

PhD

27-37

DP

18-35

32

M

Lviv

SIN

BA, unfinished

38-49

NS

36-55

43

F

Chervonohrad

self-employed, business
owner
School teacher

MAR

MA

38-49

GC

36-55

45

F

Chervonohrad

Pediatrician

MAR

MD

38-49

VL

36-55

45

M

Chervonohrad

Coal miner

MAR

MA

38-49

VP

36-55

39

M

Lviv

self-employed, retail

MAR

BA

38-49

IK

36-55

39

F

Lviv

pharmacist

DIV

MD

38-49

NZ

36-55

47

F

Lviv

university professor

MAR

PhD

38-49

NL

36-55

40

F

Lviv

MAR

MA (2)

50-65

LC

>56

63

F

Lviv

MAR

MD

50-65

MG

>56

58

M

Lviv

MAR

High school

50-65

VSH

36-55

55

M

Chervonohrad

self-employed, event
organizer
Retired, former
pharmacist
Retired, former steel
plant worker
Coal mine worker

MAR

BA

50-65

TS

36-55

55

F

Chervonohrad

MAR

BA

50-65

ZHS

36-55

55

M

Chervonohrad

MAR

High school

50-65

AS

36-55

50

M

Lviv

Retired (prev. selfemployed)
self-employed, business
owner
military personnel

MAR

BA

50-65

IZH

36-55

55

F

Lviv

Manager

MAR

65+

CHV

>56

70

M

Lviv

MAR

65+

GL

>56

65

F

Chervonohrad

WID

MA

65+

MI

>56

66

F

Chervonohrad

Retired, former
engineer
Retired, a former
teacher
School teacher

Community
college
BA

MAR

MA

65+

MM

>56

68

M

Chervonohrad

Retired, but has two
part-time jobs

MAR

BA
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Age
Group = >56

Age
Group = 36-55

Age
Group = 18-35

85.71%

90.9%

64.3%

Europe

0.00

45.5%

35.7%

Russia

85.7%

27.3%

50.0%

Economic potential

14.3%

36.4%

14.3%

Patriotic sentiments

42.9%

63.6%

28.6%

Critique of the patriotic sentiments

14.3%

0.00

7.1%

Institutional Inefficiency

57.1%

63.6%

57.1%

Government: Positive

14.3%

0.00

21.4%

Government: Negative

71.4%

72.7%

64.3%

14.3%

36.4%

71.4%

How younger cohorts see themselves

0.00

0.00

42.9%

How Younger cohorts see older

0.00

0.00

28.6%

How older cohorts see themselves

14.3%

36.4%

0.00

How older cohorts see younger

14.3%

27.3%

What fosters communication/ Relationships

28.6%

81.8%

78.6%

Interpersonal Negative

85.7%

27.3%

71.4%

Interpersonal Positive

57.1%

72.7%

57.1%

Inclusion and Prejudice

14.3%

0.00

21.4%

Not belonging

42.9%

18.2%

28.6%

Acceptance

14.3%

27.3%

21.4%

Inequality

42.9%

45.5%

35.7%

Equality

28.6%

18.2%

7.1%

28.6%

36.4%

42.9%

14.3%

36.4%

28.6%

Personal disengagement (1st person persp)

57.1%

45.5%

42.9%

Personal Responsibility/Contribution

42.9%

45.5%

78.6%

Society as a unitary agent

28.6%

45.5%

42.9%

Reliance on a leader

42.9%

27.3%

42.9%

Country and Nation
Military, Defence, and War
International relations

Government and Politics

Communication
Government
Social relations

between

People

and

Intergenerational

Interpersonal

Hierarchy and level

Society as an Agent of Action
Criticizing others for
engagement
Communitarian Rhetoric

Social well-being

the

lack

of
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Financial well-being: Positive

0.00

0.00

28.6%

Financial Well-Being: Negative

85.7%

63.7%

57.1%

Psychological Well-Being Positive

0.00

0.00

0.00

Psychological Well-Being : Negative

57.1%

54.6%

42.9%

Individual against the system

57.1%

45.5%

35.7%

State as a provider

14.3%

45.5%

28.6%

Self-Reliance

42.9%

36.4%

50.0%

The System fosters Emmigration

28.6%

45.5%

28.6%

Historical Experiences_Soviet

57.1%

54.6%

35.7%

Historical Experiences Other than Soviet

28.6%

54.6%

42.9%

Can't change unless the generation changes

28.6%

18.2%

28.6%

Worldview_Emphasis on ongoing change

42.9%

45.5%

85.7%

Negative

42.9%

27.3%

28.6%

Positive

0.00

36.4%

21.4%

Individual Mobility and Striving

Historical Legacy

Mentality and Worldview

References to mentalty_general

